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Collectivization, in my opinion, was a kind of chaos. It was the sort of thing where
they turned people into serfs, slaves, they took away their land, they took away their
rights, and even the dirt under the hearth belonged to the kolkhoz. . . . You don’t
have any rights, only . . . that’s it. You have nothing.1
[The collective] was really great while it worked. . . . I tell you, I brought home 2,400
kilos of wheat. I had flax, I had hemp, I had beets, two freight cars full of sheep. . . .
And I got 2,400 kilos, brought it home with this trailer, here. I worked. Those who
didn’t want to, didn’t. And it really saved me, ’cause then I sold that wheat. I sold it
and got corn.2
They came at night and took me away. . . . and just the way my mother made me
they took off my clothes and took them from there. . . . No, they didn’t beat me, just
every couple of hours they came and asked if I’d work in the collective, ’cause then
they’d let me go. I told them, yes, of course I’ll work, but how can I leave the house
with these little kids?3
For us shepherds, it was different [from the peasants]. We made agreements among
ourselves: “If they come to count yours”—they were counting the sheep right there,
where you were with them, you know—“then you tell them that 50 are mine.” . . .
And they checked in their files: “Yes, 50 sheep.” But the guy had more. And when
they came to count my sheep, I told them that part of the sheep belonged to the
other guy. That’s how it worked. There was no way they could catch you.4
I ask[ed] myself: “Oh, how can you sign on a piece of paper that you give away your
property right? I always bought land, I scraped it together little bit by little bit, I had
my wife wear felt shoes, and we scrimped and saved, and now I’m going to give it
away on a piece of paper? I’m not giving it anywhere!” . . . And why should I join?
How can you give away your right? After all, . . . you bought it and have it from
your parents. How could you just give it away like that, for nothing?5

1
V. T. T., Dobrincu interview, Darabani. Throughout this book, quotations from our respondents are noted by their initials (or other numbering systems, different for each interviewer), keyed
to the interviewer list in appendix 3, which gives data about the respondent.
2
P. N., Budrală interview for M. Stewart, Apoldu de Jos.
3
M. G., Vultur interview, Domaşnea.
4
D. I., R. Stan interview for M. Stewart, Poiana Sibiului.
5
I. F., Dobrincu interview, Darabani, concerning the decision to join the collective in 1962.
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“The theory of the Communists,” Marx and Engels wrote in the Communist
Manifesto, “may be summed up in the single sentence: Abolition of private
property.” Their Bolshevik disciples who gained power and founded the Soviet
Union followed this theory in full, confiscating most of the country’s wealth by
various means and using it to set up a new property regime: socialist property.
Not that what it replaced was entirely private property, for what then prevailed
in the Russian countryside was communal tenure. The dissolution of the previous forms did not take long: some nationalization decrees, a few years of constant assault on the peasantry, and people renounced their ownership prerogatives. The 125 million peasants of the Soviet Union were largely “collectivized”
in the course of four years (1929–33); those in Eastern Europe, beginning in
1948, followed suit in the course of ten to fourteen (1948–62). Although a
sense of private ownership may have lingered, the rights associated with it
passed over to the planning ministries and bureaucratic apparatus of Sovietstyle communism.
The collectivization of agriculture was the first mass action, in largely agrarian countries like the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, and Romania, through which the
new communist regime initiated its radical program of social, political, cultural, and economic transformation. Collectivizing agriculture was not merely
an aspect of the larger policy of industrial development but an attack on the
very foundations of rural life. That is the process we illuminate in this book, for
one East European country, Romania, in the years 1949 to 1962. The Romanian
villagers we quoted above provide its coordinates.
In every country where communist parties came to power in the twentieth
century, they soon moved to transform property arrangements, for property
was fundamental to both the policies and the self-conception of communists.
In consequence, private property came under immediate and sustained attack.
Communist parties nationalized factories and trades establishments, which,
like the new industrial and commercial units then set up, were to be run in the
interests of “the whole people” rather than for the profit of a wealthy few. Land
was either nationalized and grouped into state farms (Russian: sovkhozy) or
gradually pried from the clutches of its owners, who “donated” it to collective
farms (kolkhozy). This is the process known as “collectivization”; accomplishing
it was the subject of fierce debate within communist parties everywhere.
The Romanian Communist Party was no exception. From the outset, collectivization there was controversial: stenographs of Central Committee meetings reveal a bitter struggle between those who advocated pushing it at all costs
and those who preferred a more gradual approach that would rely on persuasion only, not on coercion (see Levy 2001). The former faction won out, unleashing an intense, often violent campaign to collectivize. From the earlier
Soviet experience, Romania’s leaders knew that the policy would be difficult to
implement and that the widespread negative image of the Soviet kolkhoz would
be a major obstacle. Party cadres went into every village to talk up the collec-
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tives as the most “modern” form of agriculture. They sought to persuade potential collective farmers that socialist farming would be successful, even taking
delegations of Romanian cultivators to visit “model” Soviet kolkhozy as evidence. Most peasants, however, proved difficult to convince and were at length
driven into the collectives mainly by force.
Contrary to popular belief, collectivization in Romania did not involve a
powerful Communist Party imposing its will on the countryside, for Party rule
itself was in a process of being created. To see the Party-state as a fully formed
social actor at the time of collectivizing—in any of these countries—would be
an error (see, e.g., Câmpeanu 1988, 1990; Gross 1988; Kotkin 1995). Communist parties had barely consolidated control, and officials at all levels were struggling to devise what would become the mechanisms of Party domination: simply put, they lacked the power to enforce their will over a resistant populace
(Jowitt 1978). The various Party apparatuses in Eastern Europe, while largely
modeled on the Soviet one, were creating themselves through the policies they
implemented at Soviet urging. A process as all-encompassing as collectivization, which in most cases affected half or more of the populace of these countries, was clearly central to this “self-creation.” What makes this even more true
is that in modern times, property has been basic to how political regimes define
themselves and their subjects.
Collectivization brought undeniable benefits to some rural inhabitants, especially those who had owned little or no land. It freed them from laboring on
the fields of others, and it increased their control over wages, lending to their
daily existence a stability previously unknown to them. For many, however, collectivization was the major trauma of the socialist period.6 Because 77 percent
of the population resided in rural areas as late as 1948,7 this one traumatic policy was more far-reaching and affected more Romanian citizens—twelve million out of sixteen million—than any other single act of the entire communist
period. By leaving rural inhabitants without their own means of livelihood, it
radically increased their dependence on the Party-state. It both prepared and
compelled them to be the proletarians of new industrial facilities. It destroyed
or at least frayed both the vertical and the horizontal social relations in which
villagers were embedded and through which they defined themselves and pursued their existence. It forcibly stripped those who had land—howsoever little—of their relationship to something many of them considered an integral
part of their relations to ancestors, other kin, and neighbors, rather than just an
6
Following our practice in earlier publications, we use the terms “communist” and “socialist”
more or less interchangeably, preferring the latter term as closer to the realities claimed by communist-party regimes in the former Soviet bloc.
7
Figure from Republica Socialistă România (1984: 12). Residing in rural areas does not, of
course, mean full dependence upon agriculture for livelihood, but it does indicate the number of
people collectivization was likely to affect.
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object external to themselves. For those people, collectivization was a grievous
assault on their very conceptions of themselves as human beings.

Main Themes
We approach collectivization not simply as an adjunct to industrial development, as is common in the literature, but as part of a broader set of modernizing technologies that include mass education, improved public health, industrialization (which collectivization helped to enable), and so on. In its Soviet form,
these modernizing technologies resembled those in western Europe only in
certain respects: the Soviet version represented an alternative modernity, which
transformed production in system-specific ways, of which eliminating “bourgeois” property forms was but one. Displacing the modernizing efforts of previous Romanian elites, the Soviets exported their technologies to Romania and
other East European countries. Soviet-style modernization as a form of technology transfer involved a double movement: first the Bolsheviks imitated
western capitalist production technologies, modifying them in the process,
then they transferred the results to Eastern Europe.8 The Soviets exported an
ideology, institutions, and sets of practices that their recipients, in turn, modified again.
What they exported was not, however, simply a way of modernizing production but a transformation of rule, a change in the technologies of government
and power. The change was not total: with the possible exception of Pol Pot’s
Cambodia, no new regime can survive if it completely destroys the institutions
it replaces—nor, in general, has it the capacity to do that, as we indicate in this
book. Nonetheless, the forms of rule the Soviet Union exported had their specificities, and collectivization was a fundamental means of installing them in its
largely agrarian satellites.9 Because property involves not just rights but cultural, social, and political relationships as well, collectivization changed rural
people’s connections to land and also to themselves, to one another, to the state,
and to the cosmos. They became new kinds of subjects, new kinds of persons.
At least as significant, the process of implementing collectivization transformed rule for the rulers. It created Party cadres as certain kinds of subjects
8
Lampland observes, for instance, that the notion of the work unit central to Soviet remuneration systems was imported from Germany and then modified by incorporating a measure of property ownership (n.d.: 32).
9
Eastern European countries differed in the degree to which they were dependent on agriculture and therefore in the extent to which collectivization occupied a central place in transforming
rule. For instance, the percent of the population employed in agriculture as of the late 1940s varied
from 88 percent in Albania to 29 percent in eastern Germany and 38 percent in Czechoslovakia. By
this measure, Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia ranged from 74 percent to 80 percent agrarian,
Poland and Hungary from 53 percent to 57 percent.
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and consolidated the Party-state itself as a Soviet-Romanian hybrid. As we examine the process of collectivizing from this angle using the methods of historical ethnography, we contribute to understanding how a particular kind of
state configuration—the Romanian Communist Party-state—was constituted,
with its accompanying subjectivities and social relationships. That is, we help to
build a historical ethnography of state formation. We focus on political, cultural, and social-relational issues rather than questions about how collective
farms worked, how they transformed agricultural production, or whether they
contributed to socialism’s economic failings. Such questions, although important, pertain to a different story from the one we tell, a story that begins where
ours ends, in 1962 with the campaign’s conclusion. Nonetheless, what we say
here about how collective farms took shape is crucial to assessing their subsequent operation, for those who would assume that task.
Making the Party-State
Research into collectivization in the Soviet Union is well advanced, compared
with that in Eastern Europe, having benefited from earlier access to archives as
well as from the outstanding work of pioneers of this topic, such as Robert
Conquest (1986), R. W. Davies (1980), Sheila Fitzpatrick (1994), Moshe Lewin
(1968, 1985), and Lynne Viola (1987, 1996, 2005, 2007). Much of this work
contested the “totalitarian” assumption that Stalinism meant imposing policy
from the top down and suppressing all resistance. Their view became a consensus among subsequent scholarly generations, in the work of such people as
Jochen Hellbeck (2006), Stephen Kotkin (1995), Terry Martin (n.d.), and others
(see Fitzpatrick 2000).10 We too subscribe to this view, regarding collectivization as a long, dynamic process of becoming, in which parts of the apparatus
took on specific characteristics not just from an initial program but as practices
developed over time. For example, we agree with Kotkin (1995), Viola (2000),
and Tănase (1998) that the strength and capacity of the early secret police organizations such as the Soviet OGPU (precursor to the NKVD), the East German
Stasi, and the Romanian Securitate did not antedate the major tasks assigned to
them—collectivization, the verification of Party members, and the deportation
of the rural bourgeoisie (called kulaks in Russian and chiaburs in Romanian).
Rather, these organizations were formed with and by those tasks. Similarly,
Viola argues that collectivization was crucial in preparing the ground of the
Great Purge, for the OGPU/NKVD gained extensive experience from crushing
peasant rebellions in 1929–30, deporting the kulaks, and administering a farflung kulak diaspora, all of which served it well in its work in the 1937 purges
(Viola 1996: 234; see also Viola 2007; Shearer 2009). We would go even further,
10
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proposing that the inability of the Party-state to control its collectivization cadres shaped a particular kind of state-society relation as well as behavioral habits
that would, in our case, mark the Romanian Communist Party throughout its
tenure.
Therefore, we treat the collectivization process as instrumental in establishing the nature of the new Party-state itself and of its subjects. It was a defining
moment both for the apparatus that initiated it and for the peasantry who suffered its consequences, with the introduction of new relations among Party cadres at various levels and between them and the rural population. In what ways
did the new regime in statu nascendi take on certain characteristics precisely
because collectivization was among its first major tasks? Would central directives repeatedly override policies adopted locally in response to local problems,
and would local resistance cause central authorities to modify their directives,
thus modifying how collective property was being made? How did collectivization change people’s self-conceptions and social entanglements, replacing longstanding village communities with a completely different kind of social structure—a formal organization that spilled far beyond village borders? The
collective nature of our project enables us to ask comparative questions as well.
Was resistance more marked in some parts of the country than others—thus,
did certain locales affect the national outcome disproportionately? Are there
discernible differences in the process according to the ethnonational or religious composition of different villages and regions? Answers to these questions
will enable us to ask how a policy instigated in obedience to the Stalinist model
took specific shape in Romania and helped to form there a particular configuration of interbureaucratic and state-subject relations, the essence of which lay in
the specificity of its connections between Party and state, Party and society.
To speak of making the Party-state through a process of technology transfer
suggests an image of power that we hasten to modify. We are interested in how
Romanian communists tried to follow the Soviet example and what countercurrents this aroused; they imported policies from the Soviet Union but applied
them to a very different case, and without sufficient political capacity to enforce
them. Because the political center could not control what was happening below,
Romania’s Party-state took shape in the space between receiving Soviet directives and implementing them. Especially in the formative years during which
collectivization occurred, the result was a complex process of negotiation, not a
direct replication of dictatorship. (After all, Stalin himself urged Eastern Europe’s leaders not to repeat the violence of the Soviet experience.) Even if Romania’s top leaders had been in agreement about how to collectivize, the farther
out the policy moved the less they could manage it. As it entered daily life in the
regions and districts, it encountered recalcitrant peasants and practices, other
modes of power flowing in the opposite direction—social-organizational forms
and relationships that constituted alternative power sources, alternative “technologies.” It occurred in a diverse field of forces.
Therefore, we emphasize how collectivization was localized in village social
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relations, working upward as well as downward, and we reject the assumption
that the center was always directing outcomes. The technology transfer may
have been top-down, but its execution was not. This perspective affects our
treatment of resistance. Although peasant resistance figures prominently in our
account, celebrating it is not our main goal. We hope, rather, to show the complexity of the relations that developed between the peasantry and the Partystate—sometimes oppositional, sometimes pedagogical, sometimes symbiotic.
The omnibus category of “resistance” does not do justice to this complexity.
Nor does a concentration on peasant resistance, for cadres too engaged in multiple forms of it, including avoidance, noncompliance, and bending higher directives to their own purposes.
Such a perspective, we believe, gives us the best ethnographic purchase on
studying the Party-state to combine with our use of material from archives.
Because Romania was collectivized much more recently than the Soviet Union,
we have a methodological possibility less available to scholars such as Davies,
Fitzpatrick, and Viola: we can conjoin documents with living memory—though
we recognize the limitations of both kinds of source (see “Methods and Sources”
section below and appendix 2). Alongside reading Central Committee meeting
stenograms or the speeches of Party leaders, we can gain some access to the
everyday experience of the activists and the rural populace through whom collectivization actually took place. We look for relationships formed among activists themselves and between them and the peasantry and then examine the
practices and technologies activists employed, thus gaining a glimpse of the
sites at which peasants encountered “the Party-state” directly. Using this formulation, we see more precisely how practices and technologies evoked counterpractices among the peasantry, which perhaps modified the operation of the
Party-state in turn (see Iordachi and Dobrincu 2009; MacLean 2007; Sharma
and Gupta 2005; Viola 1996). In this way we can offer views unlike those of the
usual political history, illuminating both collectivization and the Party-state as
they developed and were experienced in daily life.
Collectivization is a particularly revealing policy because of the magnitude
of its effects (given the size of the rural population) and also because of the
multiple themes inherent in the concept of property, which lies at its core.
Property is about rights and obligations, about economic access, about citizenship and political status, about social relationships, and about notions of personhood. All of these entered into collectivization. Leaving its legal, economic,
and political aspects to other disciplines, our discussion emphasizes primarily
the social relations and persons of this momentous change in property forms.
Property and Persons
Property has long been a central topic of interest to many disciplines, anthropology among them. We use an anthropological conception of it here, finding
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that view the most flexible and enlightening for our purposes. In over a century of work, anthropologists have inquired into what property means crossculturally and what other social forms it is linked with.11 They understand
property not as a thing or a relation of persons to things but as a relationship
between or among persons with respect to things or values. Anthropological
research has pointed to a wide variety of property arrangements, of which individual ownership is only one possible form. This sort of work reveals the complexity of property rights, far beyond the flat dichotomy between exclusive individual or state/collective ownership rights that appears in comparisons with
the former Soviet bloc (e.g., Poznanski 1992). It also asks how persons are made
through their relation to things.12 What is the relation of property and persons?
How is property a “person-making” cultural form?
If people’s embeddedness in social relations and the definition of what constitutes a “person” are fundamental to any property system, then social embeddedness and personhood are basic to understanding collectivization, a process
that tore people from their accustomed relations, forcibly constituted new ones,
and in so doing transformed their conception of themselves. Our book aims to
show how collectivization accomplished this and how its targets reacted. Making collective property involved a colossal struggle between the utopian property vision of the communist regime, on the one hand, and the peasants’ notions of personhood and their universe of social relations, on the other.
For example, the Party stigmatized and derided well-to-do families, labeling
them “exploiters.” Cadres strove in this way to foment class war and divide villagers against one another, thereby breaking up local solidarities to facilitate
forming collectives. In many cases, however, villagers refused to take up the
cudgel against these “exploiters,” who might be their godparents or neighbors
(see Kideckel 1982, 1993). Instead, they often protected them, hid food for
them, lent them money, and refused to participate in confiscating their goods.
In these communities, peasants defined themselves through a property-based
status order, which was not easily overthrown. Countless small resistances of
this kind led István Rév to conclude, for Hungary, that the peasantry won the
first round of the collectivization wars against the Party-state (Rév 1987).
In pointing to the connections between property and persons and to the devastating consequences of revising them, we do not mean to imply that private
property is the normative centerpiece of social order, and that our goal thus
11
The discipline’s investigation of this topic begins with the work of Lewis Henry Morgan (1877)
and Henry Maine (1863), continuing on to the influential contributions of Malinowski (1935),
Gluckman (1943, 1965), and Hallowell (1955), and in later scholarship as well (e.g., M. Brown 2003;
Ferry 2005; Hann 1998; Verdery 2003; Weiner 1992).
12
See, for example, Appadurai 1986; Carrithers 1985; Strathern 1988; Weiner 1992. This line of
inquiry began, of course, with Mauss’s celebrated The Gift, although Mauss was far from the first to
pose questions about property and persons; we find them in ancient Greek philosophy, in Hegel,
and in Locke, among others.
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should be to reveal the horrors of attempting its opposite. On the contrary:
we are well aware of the equally devastating ways private property was made in
early modern times, and of how unequal property endowment has crippled the
lives of people everywhere, including precommunist Eastern Europe. Our aim is
not to tout one property form above another but to try to understand how property regimes are made, and in particular how their making connects notions of
personhood with the kind of state that is taking shape. In selecting the history of
collectivization in Romania as our vehicle for this, we encounter another set of
literatures, dealing with the production of history and its relation to memory.
Revisiting Collectivization: History and Memory
[I]t is in society that people normally acquire their memories. It is also in society
that they recall, recognize, and localize their memories.
—Halbwachs [1925] 1992: 38
Neither memories nor histories seem objective any longer. In both cases we are
learning to take account of conscious or unconscious selection, interpretation and
distortion. In both cases this selection, interpretation and distortion is socially
conditioned.
—Burke 1989: 98

All shifts of power generate a reconfiguration of the “known past.” In Romania,
as in the rest of the postsocialist region after 1989, memory work and historical
re-visioning saturated politics as the collapse of communist regimes created
political openings for civil society organizations and scholars to probe silenced
or hidden histories.13 Rather than being a “thing of the past” or “a distant memory,” the past became grist for the mill, as scholars, politicians, and ordinary
citizens battled not only over the postsocialist present but over the socialist
past—how to represent it, and what claims to lay upon it (e.g., Judt 2002; Müller
2002; Tismăneanu 2008; Tismăneanu et al. 2007; Wertsch 2002). As John Keane
observed, “crisis periods . . . prompt awareness of the crucial political importance of the past for the present” (in Müller 2002: 3).14
In Romania after 1989, a number of scholars began excavating the history of
collectivization, stimulated by both personal and academic concerns. Motivating many of them was an urge to understand how the process unfolded in their
13
The legacies of dictatorships in Western and Eastern Europe (e.g., Nazi, Fascist, Soviet) and of
Soviet colonization in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet republics have provoked unrelenting
soul-searching among and about Germans, but also among and about Italians, Spaniards, East
Europeans, and post-Soviet peoples. See, for instance, Kopeček 2008.
14
Keane further observed: “As a rule, crises are times during which the living do battle for the
hearts, minds and souls of the dead” (in Müller 2002: 3). See also Gal and Kligman 2000; Müller
2002; Verdery 1999.
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own communities or regions; for some, a desire to expose and valorize personal
or familial trauma gave their research added impetus.15 Valuable collections of
documents were published, along with a number of works of historical synthesis, as well as village-level studies.16 Complementing document-based research
was a growing interest in oral history, with some scholars making explicit
claims to memory as the source of a new, more correct historical truth.17 For the
most part, the aim of all this work was to extend knowledge of the collectivization process across Romania and to recuperate formerly hidden sources, rather
than to raise contentious questions about how history is made and what role
memory plays in that process.
In contrast to these recuperative efforts, our own research on collectivization
began in the late 1990s amid heated debates about the “production of history”
(e.g., Cohen 1994; Trouillot 1995), forcing us to confront questions about who
“owns” the past and has the authority and legitimacy to assess or (re)write it.
How is collectivization to be chronicled and understood? Is it, like the communist period of which it is an essential feature, to be repudiated fully, thereby
15
An early work was Octavian Roske’s (1992) volume of interviews and documents, commissioned by the Romanian Parliament as property restitution was beginning in 1991.
16
Dan Cătănuş and Octavian Roske (e.g., 2000, 2004, 2005) embarked upon a large project to
publish documents on collectivization, including stenograms of Politburo, Secretariat, and Central
Committee meetings and secret police reports (see also Roske et al. 2007). This and much other
work was published under the auspices of the National Institute for the Study of Totalitarianism,
founded in 1993, and its journal Arhivele Totalitarismului. Numerous similar projects emerged,
bringing out documents both from the Party leadership and from particular regions or locales.
(See, e.g., Ciuceanu et al. 2003; Iancu et al. 2000; Cojoc 2001 [for Dobrogea]; Damian et al. 2002
[for Vlaşca]; Dobeş et al. 2004 [for Maramureş]; Márton 2003 and Oláh 2001 [for Odorhei district];
Moisa 1999 [for western Romania].) Of signal importance were the publications of the National
Council for the Study of the Securitate Archives (CNSAS), the Civic Academy (Academia Civică),
and the Romanian Institute for Recent History (IRIR), which include both document collections
and analytic-interpretive essays on a variety of topics, collectivization among them. Works of historical synthesis include Ionescu-Gură’s on the stalinization of Romania (2005) and Tănase’s on the
Gheorghiu-Dej regime (1998); village studies include Liiceanu’s (2000) and Mungiu-Pippidi’s
(2010). An increasing number of articles on collectivization began appearing in edited volumes
about the communist era (e.g., Cesereanu 2006; Dăncuş 2005; Iordachi and Dobrincu 2009) and in
several journals (especially Analele Sighet, Arhivele Totalitarismului, Anuarul Institutului de Istorie
Orală, Anuarul Institutului Român de Istorie Recentă, and Institutul de Investigare a Crimelor Comunismului în România, alongside the more academic journals of the history institutes in Bucharest,
Cluj, Iaşi, Timişoara, and so on). These studies, too numerous to list here, range from annotated
publications of selected documents to case studies of specific communities.
17
Smaranda Vultur, for example, in conjunction with the Anthropology–Oral History Group of
the “Third Europe” Foundation in Timişoara, edited several volumes of life-history interviews,
many of which contain reminiscences about collectivization (e.g., 1997, 2000, 2002a, 2002b, 2009a).
University programs emerged such as the Institute for Oral History in Cluj, coordinated by Doru
Radosav, with its associated journal (Anuarul Institutului de Istorie Orală) and numerous volumes
concerning the anticommunist resistance (see, e.g., Budeanca et al. 2006; Radosav et al. 2003).
Similar recuperative activities exist in several counties, through their museums or other institutions (see publications such as Analele Sighet and Crisia).
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fulfilling one goal of both scholars and civil society representatives to pass
moral judgment on communism? And, if so, on what is the historical record to
be based: Documents from that same discredited regime? The recollections of
people whose voices were silenced during that period and whose memories
today may or may not be reliable? How do we weigh these different evidentiary
sources? How do we assess the weight of the past on the present, and, conversely, that of the present on the past? These concerns led us to consider further the complex relationship between memory and history that permeates
contemporary historiography about socialism and its aftermath as well as our
use and assessment of both written and oral sources. We offer a brief review of
the ever-expanding literature on memory studies,18 in part to situate better our
own use of oral histories and their relationship to the archival data from which
we also draw. Discussion of such interdisciplinary approaches to memory and
history will illuminate our analytic strategy.
Contemporary scholarship has moved in the direction of seeing memory as
a distinct form of “social action” (see Berdahl 2010; Lee and Yang 2007; White
2006), problematically related to “what actually happened.” By the turn of the
millennium, “memory” had joined or, some argue, supplanted other key conceptual categories such as culture, history, and identity (e.g., Confino 1997;
Klein 2000), forming what may be viewed as a veritable “memory industry.”19
Memory has been studied under varied rubrics such as individual, collective,
social, mythic, official, popular, vernacular, oppositional—the differences or
boundaries separating them often unclear.20 Particularly debated was the relationship between individual and collective memory, partly in response to Halbwachs’s assertion in the 1920s regarding memory’s social construction (see epigraph for this section). Kansteiner critically observes:
But the fact that individual memory cannot be conceptualized and studied without
recourse to its social context does not necessarily imply the reverse, that is, that collective memory can only be imagined and accessed through its manifestations in
individuals. At the very least, we have to differentiate between different types of “so18
We review but cursorily the literature on memory and history, as well as memory studies in
the social sciences and humanities, confining some of our observations to the footnotes. Memory
studies have exploded, supplementing the extensive testimonials and scholarly analyses of the Holocaust with more recent witness accounts and analyses of the abuses of communist regimes, apartheid, and many other cases of people’s inhumanity.
19
Kansteiner attributes the popularity of studying memory to a combination of its “social relevance and intellectual challenge” (2002: 180), regretting (as do others, such as Olick and Robbins
1998; Klein 2000; Ten Dyke 2001) that conceptual clarity did not necessarily accompany the heightened attention to memory or to its relationship with history.
20
In this respect, the variety of “memories” studied mirrors the introduction of popular, vernacular, and everyday histories that challenged the authorial conventions of History writ large. In
postsocialist societies, and in other postauthoritarian contexts, memory work and historical recovery have been managed through analysis, for example, of official, public, and collective memories,
on the one hand, and popular, vernacular, and individual memories, on the other.
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cial” memory, autobiographic memory on the one hand and collective memory on
the other. (2002, 185)

Trouillot too criticizes the easy recourse to notions of collective memory, noting the failure to problematize both the collective subject that does the remembering and who in the collectivity decides what to include or exclude in its
history (1995: 15–16). To reconcile these distinctions and clarify the relationship between individual and collective memory, Olick (1999) has proposed an
“integrated paradigm” that evaluates the impact of the social on what he aptly
calls “collected” (rather than collective) memory, a term we find compelling, for
it avoids the homogeneity that “collective memory” assumes.
The manifestations of memory referred to above point to another important
dimension of memory study that builds on Halbwachs’s distinction between
memory and history, on the one hand, and “the materiality of memory” in history, on the other. Pierre Nora (1984–92, 1989) posits that modernity, distinguished by an accelerated pace of change, brought about both the loss of memory and the loss of tradition, thereby replacing what he labeled milieux de
memoire, “[living] contexts of memory,” with lieux de memoire, “memory sites”
(e.g., museums, commemorations, archives). He claims that “what we call
memory today is therefore not memory but history” (1989: 13), rendered
through the “materiality of the past” and the materialization of memory. In effect, modern memory is “archival.”21 In analyzing our data, we have drawn on
archival sources and other print media (e.g., memoirs, novels, academic and
popular books) that form the selective materiality of memory, noting how these
sources may have jogged individual memory, reshaping it in the process of
“remembering.”
In addition to memory’s materiality are its social and processual features,
such as those pointed to by Zerubavel (2003; see also Connerton 1989). Focusing on how things are remembered, he—like others—has fruitfully elaborated
on memory as “mnemonic socialization” in “mnemonic communities,” which
21
In a useful summary of Nora’s conceptual work, Ten Dyke (2001: 31) notes that it signals that
“memory . . . exists in interactions between people and things such as monuments and places such
as museums,” taking up the theme of the reciprocal shaping at work in the construction of individual and collective memories—a theme echoed throughout the literature, and one that guides
our overall analytic strategy. For example, during our research, we found that archival material
opened up avenues for exploration in our interviews, just as oral accounts alerted us to issues to
explore in the archives. (Ten Dyke also emphasizes Nora’s historization of memory practices and
representations of the past in relation to processes of social change and changes in such practices;
see also Yates 1966; Le Goff 1992; Huyssen 1995; and Rappaport 1998.) Assmann (1995) examines
the materialization of memory in terms of “cultural memory,” differentiating between “everyday
communications about the meaning of the past” (akin to oral history) and “cultural memory” as
objectified culture. The latter endures and encompasses what most consider collective memory. See
Kansteiner on Assmann and cultural memory (2002), from which we draw. Also see Ten Dyke
(2001) for a useful summary of Nora’s conceptual contributions and Lee and Yang (2007) on the
culture of memory.
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circumscribe what individuals should remember or forget. Furthermore, because memory is formed through a social process, Zerubavel also addresses
intergenerational transmission between individuals and collectivities. Attention to memory and temporality allows him to discuss historical continuities
and discontinuities, the latter readily marked through “periodizing the past”
(Zerubavel 2003: 87).
Mnemonic practices realized through different expressive genres (e.g., monuments, memoirs, pictures) both serve as “vehicles of memory” and give form
to it (Confino 1997). In so doing, they call attention to the relationship between
memory and culture. Lee and Yang (2007: 11) refer to a “‘poetics’ of memory,
that is, the use of cultural tools and resources for the constitution and articulation of memory.” The cultural dimensions of memory production—like those
of history—point to an issue about which scholars interested in culture and
communication have cautioned (e.g., Confino 1997; Kansteiner 2002): a tendency to conflate the representations of memory with their meaning and reception.22 Meaning and reception are particularly salient in socialist and postsocialist contexts in which memory and history have been and remain highly
politicized.
A variant of the meaning-reception problem is the relation of official to everyday versions of experience. Wertsch (2002), studying history and memory
in the Soviet Union, tempered this distinction, maintaining that the regime’s
tight control over the production of textual resources shaped not only a univocal account of the past but also its citizens’ collective memory. As political control over authoritative texts diminished, however, collective memory became
more heterogeneous. While we appreciate Wertsch’s emphasis on the dynamic
interplay between official and unofficial versions of memory and history production, we nonetheless take issue with the deterministic force he accords to
the Party’s control over cultural production and its impact on shaping citizens’
memories. On the one hand, during socialism political elites struggled over
discursive control of the “message” (e.g., Verdery 1991; Levy 2001); on the
other, even though the Party shaped individual memories, they were refracted
through personal, family, and community memories and experiences as well.
The permeation of the environment with communism’s political symbols and
propaganda affected how people understood the world around them, whether
or not they agreed with the purported claims about it. The disjuncture between
“public” and “private,” or “official” and “popular,” was not as stark as many
thought (see Gal and Kligman 2000; Getty and Naumov 1999; Hellbeck 2006;
22
It is beyond our scope to review the literature on representation, meaning, intention, and reception. Nor do we delve into the complex link between memory and narrative, the latter rendering
events meaningful through their selective structuring. See, for example, Somers 1992; Eyal 2004.
Stewart (2003) assesses an oral account about the death of a partisan in terms of its narrative structure, which he suggests calls into question the account’s reliability as recollection. Because memory
is generally accessed through language, it is often uncritically treated as narrative.
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Yurchak 2006). Our project’s data contain countless examples of people’s performative use of the Party’s categories and language. In writing petitions, for
example, they invoked the Party’s class-based terms in their attempts to refashion themselves in their own self-interest. That they did so instrumentally does
not mean, however, that such terms were any less a part of everyday communication and of how people came to understand themselves in relation to others.
Our final point concerns the political context of research into memory in its
relation to history making. In discussing collective memories in China, Lee and
Yang (2007) explicitly address the “politics of memory” through an analysis of
the relationships between “the power of memory” and “the memory of power.”23
For them, this entails understanding:
First, . . . contentions over interpretations of historical experiences between official
history and social memory, and among different versions of popular memories. Second, . . . the appropriation of these interpretations for political action, critique, and
consent. Third, . . . the formation of political subjects through remembering and forgetting, a process that contributes to the microfoundation of the state and its challenges from society. (2007: 3)24

As many have observed, “official” or Party history—that which fills the public
record—is itself the result of intense internal contestations among rival factions
(see Levy 2001). We find Lee and Yang’s emphasis on the political mediation of
memory an essential complement to the usual focus on the narrative and social
mediation of memory and history (whether “official” or “popular,” oral or written) in creating selectively “usable” elements. As Müller puts it, “Memory matters politically” (2002: 2). This is especially true of contexts such as ours in this
book, where the process of social mediation was politically overdetermined
during both socialist and postsocialist periods, although quite differently. In
both times, the rewriting of history and reshaping of memory were expressly
meant to legitimate a new political regime.
In short, the political-cultural context of research bears on its findings and
their interpretation. For many scholars, postsocialist historical work is a recuperative act intended to create new truths and a new collective imaginary to
replace those of the communist era. Sometimes the recuperation is deeply personal, as researchers bring to light suffering like that of their own families. This
is the position of some in our research team—a position with which we sympathize and which we respect. Our own view is somewhat different, however.
Rather than seeing the new historiography as uncovering the “truth” about the
past, including collectivization, we see it as part of a process of recovering and
reconstructing usable pasts—plural because of the widely divergent interpretaOn memory and power, see also Müller 2002.
While this analytic strategy is helpful, it nonetheless illustrates a tendency to reify the distinction between official history and popular memories and to view official history in monolithic
terms.
23
24
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tions (ranging from anticommunist to communist-nostalgic) that are competing for the power both to reclaim and to rewrite history.25 We believe that by
exploring the diversity of pasts that our research has yielded, we are able to
present a more fully representative, more nuanced picture of the communist
era, thereby shedding light not only on the relationship between communist
rule, community, and everyday life, but on memory and history as well. To that
end, we now turn to a discussion of our use of archival and oral sources, a discussion we continue in greater detail in appendix 2.

Researching Collectivization: Methods and Sources
Our research focused on the years from collectivization’s beginnings in 1948 to
its officially declared successful conclusion in 1962. Yet its significance extends
into the present and is of considerable interest to many people besides scholars.
After 1989, the politics of postsocialist agriculture was fraught with problems,
ranging from the privatization of property to the thorough reorganization of
agricultural production to the negotiation of conditions for Romania’s entrance
into the European Union. For the families dispossessed of their land in the
1950s, attempts to reclaim it in the 1990s through the tangled process of property restitution underscored collectivization’s ongoing salience (see Verdery
2003). And, as we will see in the following chapters, for some whose lives collectivization deeply marked, giving voice to their sufferings made revisiting the
period crucial to reclaiming not only their land and possessions, but their
senses of self and dignity.
Studying a relatively recent past that had been buried under the historical
edifice erected by the Communist Party has been laden with both daunting
challenges and unanticipated opportunities. Unlike most scholars of collectivization in the Soviet Union, we have been able to interview people who lived
through this experience.26 Yet because the past is so alive in the present, gaining
access to varied kinds of data has posed frustrations and concerns—ranging
from archival material that has not been catalogued, has been lost, or is only
selectively available, to individuals either eager or reluctant to share their recollections or too infirm to do so.27 Moreover, respondents’ accounts recorded in
2000–4 were inevitably affected by the near-universal condemnation of com25
We do not review the seminal works of postmodernist thinkers such as Foucault and Habermas on the relativization of truth, nor Derrida’s contributions to debates on relativism and
nihilism.
26
Most scholars working on collectivization in the Soviet Union have generally had to rely on
archival sources. The age of our interlocutors for this project lent urgency to our research. Several
of us learned of a key respondent’s death just before or during the course of our research.
27
Selectivity pertains to memory, oral-historical, and archival sources. See Climo and Cattell
(2002) on remembering and ethnography as methodological practice; see also Tonkin (1992).
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munism that emerged worldwide after its collapse, even though by the late
1990s some began to express a certain nostalgia. In Romania as elsewhere, 1989
unleashed a “return of the repressed,” as people articulated what had been publicly silenced for several decades. The previously extolled “radiant future” was
tarred by an explosion of oral histories, confessional autobiographies, memoirs,
literary works, television documentary series such as the Memorialul Durerii
(Memorial to Suffering),28 and publications, as well as the Final Report of Romania’s Presidential Commission charged with analyzing and condemning the
communist dictatorship and its crimes29—all of which have exposed, however
unevenly, the once-unacknowledged abuses of Communist Party rule. Not surprisingly, such revelations have had their own silencing effects, discouraging
those Romanians who hold more positive, even nostalgic memories of the socialist period from expressing them, and, in turn, further affecting the subsequent historiography of the communist period.30
Hence, in examining collectivization between 1949 and 1962, we have had to
consider our project’s contemporary conditions as well as the implications of
our multimethodological strategy, entailing both oral-historical and archival
research.31 Even though scholars generally acknowledge memory to be highly
selective, often distorted or repressed, they readily consider it a “distinctive
method of truth production.”32 But in our case, our research took place when
collectives no longer existed, and forty to fifty years after collectivization occurred. What effects might that have on memory as a source of truth? People’s
accounts, retrospectively produced, were influenced by memory’s vicissitudes
over the preceding decades; their recollections varied widely—from acutely
vivid to vague or sketchy. Moreover, after 1989, scholars and others often car28
In 2003, the Sighet Memorial Museum was inaugurated as a Memorial to the Victims of Communism and the Anticommunist Resistance. Housed in the infamous prison in Sighetu Marmaţiei
(in northern Romania) in which many of Romania’s notables died, the Memorial includes extensive
museum exhibits aimed at educating the public about this dark history. It also promotes research
and teaching. For additional works on the abuses of communism, see Tismăneanu et al. 2007 and
Iordachi and Dobrincu 2009.
29
In 2006, President Traian Băsescu authorized the formation of a Presidential Commission for
the Analysis of the Communist Dictatorship in Romania. On the basis of the ensuing report, he
officially condemned communism in Romania at a Parliamentary session on December 18, 2006.
See Tismăneanu et al. 2007.
30
In a six-country project on Poverty, Gender, and Ethnicity in Transitional Societies, initiated
by Iván Szelényi (Yale University), researchers found that people’s experiences after 1989 contributed to reshaping their perceptions about the socialist period. In an unpublished report from the
study, more Romanians remembered themselves as having been better off in 1988 than they were
in 2000, a notable shift from pre-1989 reports about living conditions in Romania (see tables 3.1,
3.2, and 3.4).
31
All the members of our team doing case studies used archives, but not all had the same kind
of access to them; see appendix 2. All members also did interviews, and like the archival research,
our experiences varied considerably; see appendix 2.
32
We thank Jon Sigmon, from whose unpublished notes we quote. On memory as factual record
of past experience, see, for example, Prager 1998.
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ried out oral histories and in-depth interviews without sufficient regard for the
fact that memory was being solicited after the collapse of the system being
remembered.
Archival research proved no less challenging. Although the situation improved in the mid-2000s, access to Romania’s archives was highly problematic
at the time of our research (see appendix 2). To the extent that we were able to
overcome the myriad problems of access, we wrestled with persistent public
skepticism about the utility of the Party and Securitate archives, which often
diverts attention from the wealth of information they contain. Like oral histories, archival sources raise major questions of reliability. Despite a superficial
inclination to think that archives are of unquestioned veracity as repositories of
the written word, historians will be the first to acknowledge that nowhere is this
the case. One has to learn to read them—and how to read documents against
one another—in order to squeeze anything of value from them. We believe that
for socialist countries in particular, written sources that might be reliable in
other contexts are often of questionable validity—a fact that places them on a
footing similar to oral histories, which are also problematic.33 Furthermore,
rather than opposing oral to written sources, historians now recognize that the
former have often been used in creating the latter, and that written documents
were often produced well after the fact, sometimes by nonwitnesses to the
events described (Lummis 1987; Portelli 1991). For this reason, our methods
purposely cut across the division between oral and written.
In our research, we pursued history as recorded both by the official “biographers” of collectivization (such as Party activists and historians and Securitate
agents) and by its unofficial ones (peasants and local intellectuals who recorded
their own experiences either at the time or soon after 1989), along with history
as recollected in oral-historical and interview accounts of Party activists, intellectuals, and peasants whose “collected memories” represent a broad spectrum
of experiences. Using such diverse resources has enabled us to explore more
amply how competing groups struggled to promote their interests and to make
sense of their everyday lives in the midst of collectivization’s radical social engineering project.
In analyzing these different kinds of sources, we underscore that the “memory practices” of the Party-state permeated collectivization and affected the relation among the various sources. Romania’s authorities—like others throughout the former socialist bloc, especially during the 1950s—considered the
memory of bourgeois times an intrinsic threat to the new order, and their con33
We use “oral history” for simplicity’s sake although the term does not capture the variety of
oral research methods employed, including in-depth interviews and in-depth discussions in the
context of ethnographic research. We also take note of the distinction between life histories and life
stories (Bertaux 1981: 8). Although oral history has been the subject of intense debate on the reliability of memory (Benison 1971; Cutler 1970; Grele 1985), it long ago achieved a respectable place
in mainstream historiography (e.g., Storm-Clark 1971; Tonkin 1992; Vansina 1965).
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trol over the public sphere generally confined memory’s expression to the recesses of personal thought.34 Through techniques that would become standard,
Party officials deliberately rewrote history and mythologized it (Sherbakova
1992; Watson 1994), endeavoring to supplant all memories but its own and thus
to erase forms of self that depended on localized practices of remembering.
Here, it is important to keep in mind that the often-invoked injunction against
forgetting became publicly possible through critical personal accounts (e.g.,
memoirs, oral histories) only after the collapse of communism, which opened
the way for social and cultural remembering to emerge from politically induced
public amnesia.
Throughout the communist period, political documentation for and about its
elites suppressed everyday forms of historical evidence, although the inverse was
often true in the Securitate archives, which often documented actions against
the regime by its “enemies.” In this context, we found it doubly important to retrieve oral as well as local written accounts that the Party viewed as subversive
but that can enrich the historical record. This made our project a kind of “salvage
history,” giving it special urgency, since the number of those who experienced
collectivization firsthand as adults was already dwindling as we began.
On Official Written Sources
The ethnographic space of the archive resides in the disjuncture between prescription and practice, between state mandates and the maneuvers people made in
response to them, between normative rules and how people actually lived their
lives.
—Stoler 2009: 32

Although archival and other written sources of the communist era challenge
assumptions regarding their reliability, our aim is not to repudiate their use. To
the contrary, the archives contain a profusion of information as illuminating as
it can be distorting.35 These regimes were famous for their “graphomania” (to
use Milan Kundera’s felicitous term [1981]), recording their practices in abundance. In line with Claude Lefort’s comments about the loquaciousness of the
Stalinist state (1986: 297–302), Stephen Kotkin asserts in Magnetic Mountain,
“Stalinism could not stop speaking about itself. . . . The advent of Stalinism
brought one of the greatest proliferations of documents the world has ever
34
There is a large literature, scholarly and literary, on public and private memory under socialism, of which Miłosz 1953 is exemplary.
35
Some other researchers also give these sources a fair amount of credence: for instance, Ross
(2000) writes that lower-level East German officials were inclined to spruce up their reports so they
would not be cast in an unfavorable light, yet he concludes, “Despite the tendency towards ‘beautification,’ most reports seem to attempt to describe the situation on the ground more or less soberly
or even pessimistically” (2000: 11).
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seen” (1995: 367).36 Getty and Naumov (1999: xi) further suggest, “The directors of the terror machine were unashamed and unafraid of a negative historical verdict. They recorded and documented almost everything they did.” Because members of the Soviet Communist Party believed that the Party would be
eternal and of world-historical significance, they wanted to document its actions. When events sometimes turned out poorly, participants would make the
documents look the way a model should. In consequence, as many historians
would agree, the archives are not always very useful as a record of history “wie
es eigentlich gewesen war”; nonetheless, we emphasize their value and urge their
exploration. In what follows, we review some of the key issues we confronted in
gaining “literacy” with archival materials and suggest some of the ways we have
“read” them.
The voluminous holdings in Romania’s archives reveal what issues Party
leaders worried about, the categories in which they operated, what they saw as
problems, and ways to address them.37 In reading the documents, then, we
should be looking for these kinds of things rather than for the literal truthvalue of their contents. They reveal discursive frames and culturally significant
categories of communicative action between the Party and “the people” (e.g.,
food requisitions, joining the collectives, resistance, and so on), as well as the
new vocabulary through which everyone up and down the bureaucratic hierarchy was learning to think and act (e.g., class- rather than status-inflected terms,
new ways of othering people as enemies). These, in turn, shed light on the
structural mirroring found in the content of official and unofficial sources.
Reading across them illuminates the kinds of relationships being created, negotiated, and contested between the Party and its citizens.38
The archives reflect the very architecture of the Party-state: in them, we can
begin to trace the complexly interlinked paper trails that reveal the enormous
bureaucratic and administrative apparatus put in place to facilitate centralized
control, as well as the elaborate reporting system by which Party and state functionaries at local, regional, and national levels had to produce all manner of
reports at regular and frequent intervals. Reports came in many different forms,
ranging from general informational ones to responses to questionnaires; their
distinctive genres were indicated in each report’s heading.39 These myriad re36
This excess might surprise a reader who believes that these regimes worked only according to
diktat and arbitrariness attended by pervasive secrecy. Ross (2000), writing about East German
archival reports, petitions, complaints, and so on, also commented on their “sheer and overwhelming profusion” (2000, 12).
37
On the various archives, see Oprea 2001 and Iordachi and Dobrincu 2009.
38
“The Party and its citizens” reifies a standard dichotomy that masks the overlap between
“them” and “us.”
39
Among the types were “note” or “informative note,” “synthesis,” “memorandum,” several
kinds of “report” (dare de seamă, referat, and raport), “minutes” (proces verbal), “receipt,” “certification,” “instruction,” “nominal table,” “declaration,” “situation,” “notice,” “plan of action,” “schema,”
“decision,” “confirmation,” “communication,” “decree,” “order,” as well as miscellaneous correspon-
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ports addressed myriad issues, from statistics on the number of collective farms
and members, crops and yields, soil quality, and finances, to the number of
Party members, rumors, lists of enemies, abuses by cadres, and so on. In view
of their variety, mastering how to prepare them was an education in itself, for
each genre of document had its own conventions as well as rules pertaining to
its reporting channel(s).40 Without understanding these conventions, one can
miss clues that lie buried in each kind of document. Alongside all the reports
were petitions from ordinary citizens and accompanying correspondence (see
chapter 4). Yet another chain of documents linked together the different
branches of the Securitate (secret police), which received and sent reports both
within the hierarchy of its own organization and into other branches; it documented all citizens who for one or another reason were being followed, took
down informers’ verbatim reports, recorded the new tasks these informers
were given, responded to requests for information, and wrote regular reports
on the popular “mood” (see below and chapter 1)
A good many reports were typed41 and submitted in multiple copies, with an
dence not otherwise identified. (In this book, we use text, report, minutes, and documents generically unless noted otherwise.) Three historians explained to us some of the distinctions among
these. For example, the dare de seamă was the most general and comprehensive kind of report, such
as an account of propaganda activity over time or a response to an inspection. It was usually solicited by a superior, even if implicitly. It had substantial informational value and was the main ideological and practical basis for decision making. The proces verbal referred to a specific event—a
meeting on a specific date, discussions on a particular theme—and was always written on the spot,
specifying the date, the attendees, and the number of copies. It had the value of a stenogram and
underwrote resolutions or decisions. A notă or notă informativă referred to a very specific matter
and was short, capturing for instance something that happened in a meeting of the local Party cell.
Its goal was very precise, and it was usually done at the initiative of the person writing it. A minută
was something agreed to between two parties (I engage to resolve a problem in X time period, you
agree to do Y); it was like a contract. Other forms included the referat, a document presenting and
analyzing facts on a given subject and making recommendations; the sinteză, a synthetic report on
a large issue or problem from a given administrative unit, such as a region or district; a circulară
(circular), which informed subordinate structures of decisions that were immediately in effect; and
instrucţiune (instructions), which informed them how to implement various decisions, policies,
and so on. A hotărâre (decision) could be issued from Party or state bodies, at central or local levels.
See Fitzpatrick (1990) for a discussion of genres in the Soviet archives.
These various documents had certain regular features that developed over time. In the early
years, changes in the kind of information the center wanted precluded publishing a handbook, but
at various times instructions would be circulated explaining the content proper to each form (for
example, how many chapters a report should have, how many subchapters, what problems they
should treat, and so on).
40
For example, in the Soviet Union, because bureaucratic officials might hesitate to pass bad
news upward, certain NKVD/KGB reports existed solely for this purpose; similar purveyors of bad
news were the petitions and denunciations that individual citizens sent to higher officials (Fitzpatrick 1994a: 327). (Countering these, of course, were the rosy reports produced by the propaganda
machine for newspapers, agitprop, and many official speeches.) From our own research, one former
collective farm chairman from Transylvania recollected that during the ten months he spent at
Party school in Bucharest, he had learned to write reports (186, Verdery interview).
41
Some files contain both original copies written by hand and typed copies. Also some of these
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indication where the copies had been sent. Quite a number of them were sent
unsigned, perhaps signaling just sloppiness or haste, or, in a culture in which
blame was so readily assigned, anxiety about taking responsibility for the content. Signed or not, many reports had handwritten notes scribbled across their
margins, underlinings, circles, and the like penciled in. These markings, as well
as marginal notes (sometimes in several different handwritings) that indicate a
passage back to some subordinate with his superior’s disposition of the case or
guidance on how to write better reports, show that reports were read and offer
a window onto the tracks of power.
Submitting a report (as well as a petition or complaint) necessitated learning
to communicate in what we call “officialese,” often labeled “wooden language”
(limbă de lemn in Romanian, or dubovîi iazîk, literally “oaken language,” in
Russian); awareness of its linguistic and stylistic features is important for interpreting the different kinds of documents. The original model for officialese was
the style favored by the tsarist bureaucracy, which the Bolsheviks took over and
passed along to their client states.42 There were other, “quasi-official” styles that
did not use the formulas of officialese, such as reports written by lower-level
authorities who had not yet mastered it, or Securitate reports that fabricated
reported speech.43 We also found a register that we call “lay officialese,” such as
in documents written by peasants with the assistance of a more-educated person, perhaps a Party member. The writer knows some of the concepts and
tropes of officialese but not the syntactic or stylistic conventions for stringing
them together (producing, say, a document that mentions the class struggle and
the proletariat and that signs off with “Long live the Communist Party!” but
otherwise uses normal vernacular style). Yet another important characteristic
of official documents was a writing style that effaced authorship, even when the
signatory was given, by devices such as the widespread use of subjunctive or
passive constructions and of plural rather than singular pronouns, as when file
producers regularly referred to the Party as “we” or “our organs.” In this manner, individuality was subordinated to the collective as individuals were socialized into it.44
reports are written on the backs of forms and reports from the prewar period—in Transylvania, as
far back as Hungarian documents from before World War I—a possible sign of financial or paper
shortages or distribution problems in the newly established regime.
42
See Stere 2005–6, 337–38. Both outside observers and citizens of socialist countries have
characterized the style of writing and of formal political address as “wooden language.” A classic
work is Thom 1987; on Russia, see Yurchak 2006; on Romania, see also Slama-Cazacu 1991, 2000.
Bakhtin writes of “authoritative discourse,” of which officialese is clearly an instance (1981, 342–
48). See also Orwell’s 1984.
43
Reported speech, quotes attributed to specific individuals or to unidentified groups of people,
can be found in minutes of Party meetings, reports produced by or for the secret police, and in oral
accounts. In whatever form, reported speech is invoked to lend increased legitimacy or weight to
the information provided.
44
For more on linguistic forms, see, among others, Seriot 2002 and Yurchak 2006. Clearly, requiring cadres to write reports at regular and frequent intervals had important pedagogical effects,
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The sheer volume of reports circulating served the Party-state in its effort to
create a centralized system of information that could be controlled, compared,
and generalized. Yet those charged with furnishing a never-ending stream of
reports were often overwhelmed by the large number of documents they both
received and were expected to submit, resulting in their not paying sufficient
attention to what they read or wrote.45 This, in turn, affected the quality of the
data submitted. An entire file, “Bureaucratic Methods and Superficiality in
Party Work,” dated June 12, 1951, included damning assessments such as:
“Having been asked for diverse information, tables with tens of columns, questionnaires on which they work weeks on end, the Secretaries of the Party cells,
not being familiar with all of the data, provide formal responses, inexact data,
or, not knowing what to do with so many tables, don’t respond at all.”46 Statements such as this also indicate the authorities’ inability to control their subordinates sufficiently to guarantee the production and submission of reliable data.
Moreover, as Horváth and Szakolczai have written about Hungary (in comments as applicable to Romania and to different kinds of reports as well), reports inadequately reflect what they document: “It is very rare that an information report sums up what has really happened at the meeting . . . it is such a
compressed summary that it really doesn’t even reflect what has happened
there” (1992: 114). Making matters worse, and especially in the early years,
many of those producing reports were themselves barely literate. Şandru found
that such basic literacy problems were compounded by basic sloppiness: “Many
reports or minutes contain contradictory information. Sometimes, the same
Report or Note includes different data for the same circumstance; at other
times, information is missing, replaced with dots or penciled in by the person
who wrote the text, making it virtually unusable” (2003: 2). In addition, the
data contained in these reports were too often not just incomplete but inaccurate to boot. Statistics were manipulated and falsified: production figures were
routinely inflated, and animals, land, and other objects disappeared.47 For inhelping them learn the system’s hierarchy, rules, values, and language through their constant reproduction. They were provided instructions with how to fill out forms—what kind of information to
include and so on. See, for example, ANIC, Fond C.C. al P.C.R.–Agrară, file 90/1950, 41, 42; ANIC,
Fond C.C. al P.C.R.–Organizatorică, file 36/1954. At the same time, tracking the different trails of
paper sent up and across the Party or state hierarchy enables researchers “to study the relationships
between the local and central levels of power, as well as the strategies used by the Party and the
Securitate to strengthen their control over society and to prevent or repress any form of opposition”
(Vultur 2009b: 148).
45
See ANIC, Fond C.C. al P.C.R.–Organizatorică, file 26/1951, 14.
46
See Fond C.C. al P.M.R.–Organizatorică, file 26/1951, 16. To counteract the submission of
“inexact data,” one questionnaire—with ninety-three questions to be completed—stated at the top:
“Respond to the questions below using ‘absolutely real’ data!” (109, in the Anexa documentară of
this large file). Our translation reproduces the verbal confusion of the original.
47
The literature on the political economy of socialism is rife with instances of how and why
statistics were falsified and other kinds of information distorted through various forms of self-
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stance, Oláh found that the grain yields reported for two villages situated in a
mountainous area with poor-quality soil far exceeded both the national average
per hectare and the highest regional average.48 Information was produced after
the fact or simply made up.49 Stoica learned from a former Party Secretary that
in the 1970s and 1980s, the “verbal reports” that allegedly served as an official
record of regularly held local Party meetings had in fact been fabricated: for a
variety of reasons, including lack of time, the meetings had not taken place.50
Distorting the information sent upward could be a life or death matter; Fitzpatrick observes of the 1930s under Stalin, “messengers bearing bad news really
were in danger of being shot” (1994b: 327). While the consequences in Romania were not usually as dire, it would nonetheless be unwise for us to take literally the reports on how many food requisition quotas had been filled, how
many peasants had been arrested, what percentage of them had been collectivized by particular dates, and so on.
In response to the kinds of information solicited, over time bureaucrats and
cadres increasingly furnished standardized data, often superficially prepared.
Responses to standardized questions tended to include short comments, numbers, and a “yes” or “no.” In perusing the Party archives for our two counties—
Hunedoara and Maramureş—we noted that in the early 1950s, the ratio of
documents written in officialese to those in less formal, often more colorful
language was heavily weighted toward the latter; by the end of the 1950s, formal
language dominated, along with preprinted questionnaires that took the place
of freely composed written reports. Vultur (2003a) also found an increasing
codification over time as the language became less transparent and more cumbersome. This is not a uniform finding, however, for Bodó (2003), who conducted field research in two Hungarian villages in Transylvania, instead found
that they were standardized from the outset; she attributes this to cultural practices inherited from the Austro-Hungarian period. Noting a remarkable similarity between the structure and language used in documents then and in the
communist era, she argues that they reflect local responses to and interactions
censorship and self-aggrandizement at all levels of the Party and bureaucracy. See, for example,
Horváth and Szakolczai 1992; Kligman 1998; Rév 1987; Verdery 1994. Also see ANIC, Fond C.C. al
P.C.R.–Agrară, file 70/1953, 31, about identifying hidden land holdings.
48
Oláh (2003: 66) reports that documents showed 2,028 kilograms per hectare and 2,571 kilograms per hectare for the two villages, against a national mean of 849 kilograms per hectare and a
regional mean of 1,200 kilograms per hectare in the Stalin region.
49
See ACNSAS, FD, file 5, 196, which notes that those doing the collective’s inventory were
prevented from entering so they fabricated the inventory in their office.
50
Regardless, official reports had to be deposited in the regional archive, which a regional commission later used in its quinquennial assessment of the activities of all Party organizations within
its purview. To cover themselves, the local Party representatives virtually had to bribe the regional
archivists to return the (made up) records in order to modify or simply copy them prior to the
control. See Stoica (2003), on using oral and written sources.
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with “foreign“ power structures (whether Austro-Hungarian or communist
rule), to which as little information as possible was to be conveyed (71–74).
Different documents, then, warrant different readings. Sometimes we take
the contents of a report or the minutes of a meeting at face value, such as when
an official writes that he can make little sense of the information sent up by
lower-level cadres who are illiterate. However, we see a table with numbers as
telling us less about true figures than about the categories officials used to organize information; for example, a table giving the Party elite of one region has
“numbers of cadres: actual, and needed,” a distinction much more revealing
than the actual numbers in those two rows. Or, we view the repeated mention
of activists being “drunks” as an indication not that they all were drunks but that
the mention of drinking was a significant way of characterizing another person
(negatively) and was thus a likely weapon in power struggles among cadres. As
Oláh suggests, “Some archival materials cannot be interpreted strictly as documents of the events or processes to which they refer, but rather as documents
about the persons who created them” (2003: 67; see also Levy 2001: 12–13).
They also provide valuable information about a certain mentality, culturally significant categories, behavioral templates or possibilities for action within the
system, and likely practices by its agents. Interrogations, renowned for being
forced or prefabricated, nonetheless show what the authorities were concerned
to know about.51 These ways of reading the documents enable us to make use of
Romania’s Party, administrative, and police archives without assuming that
their content tells us the truth about how things happened.
Sometimes the contents of these archives are valuable in themselves, without
resort to complex ways of reading them. For example, the lengthy and detailed
minutes of Romania’s Communist Party Secretariat, Politburo, and Central
Committee meetings, collected by Robert Levy and increasingly available in
the publications of Romania’s National Archive and National Council for the
Study of the Securitate Archives, provide remarkable access to the arguments of
Romania’s leaders over fundamental questions of strategy. Even the archives of
the secret police (partially accessible to scholars in Romania, although less so in
the Soviet case) can prove revealing despite—or because of—that organization’s
51
Kotkin makes several further observations on how to use various additional sources for writing Soviet history, which are also relevant to our purposes. For instance, concerning agitprop writings—often considered useless to scholars—he notes that they told a great deal about the values the
regime stood for and the political struggles to realize them. Newspapers, another major source,
were not meant for simply reporting events but for active interventions into society, and they
should be read in that way. In addition, although we cannot count on their veracity, they often tell
us something by their omissions and juxtapositions; he gives the example of a newspaper that says
nothing of a bad harvest but has multiple stories about hoarding and reselling bread (Kotkin 1995:
368). Kligman recalls researchers at the Institute of Ethnography and Folklore listening attentively
to the radio broadcasts of important Ceauşescu speeches to glean which institutes would come
under stricter surveillance. The practice of “reading between the lines” was an essential feature of
what it meant to be literate in socialist societies, a practice that extended beyond reading itself.
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penchant for secrecy. Here are two examples. First, we found these files useful
in extending the network of people we might interview, as Kligman was able to
do. In the penal files of persons from the village where she worked, she found
an organizational chart of anticommunist resistance or “terrorist” groups operating in the region, which listed the names of suspected members in each village, including each group’s “political” and “spiritual” leaders.52 While the Securitate’s presumptions about who was doing what, when, and why ranged from
contestable to wrong, the list proved invaluable for filling out the history of that
period, enabling her to track down villagers who had been imprisoned but had
not returned to the village after their release in the 1960s. Without the files, it is
doubtful that Kligman would have learned several decades later about most of
the names recorded in them, but using the organizational chart she made inquiries and interviewed most of those still alive.53 Access to these archival
sources saved considerable time, opening up unanticipated and crucial avenues
of inquiry.54 This example shows our methodological strategy of reading oral
accounts against archival sources to arrive at proximate “truths” and uncover
omissions and silences.
Second, the Securitate prepared regular reports on the popular “mood”
(starea de spirit), a vital source of information for Party elites, which reveal not
only something of what informers reported about people’s attitudes but also the
sources of anxiety for Party leaders (as evident in the categories for which they
requested information).55 Such reports enabled them to respond to problems
and complaints, introduce new policies, modify others by tightening or loosening control, raise salaries, lower quotas, or increase the availability of basic
foodstuffs and supplies to increase popular satisfaction. (One mood report addressed the lack of petrol and of matches in rural areas.) Securitate officers
See ACNSAS, FP, file 84/v. 11, 86: “Schiță de organizare a bandei teroriste Popşa.”
See also Kligman 2009. Not only did Ieudeni not discuss that period with Kligman in the
1970s, but most of those eventually released from prison moved elsewhere in the region or stayed
where they had lived under house arrest, in part to spare their relatives from the stigma associated
with them. Villagers’ failure to mention those who no longer lived there was not a deliberate omission but was usually due to their absence from daily life. Once Kligman inquired, Ieudeni helped
her locate them and arrange interviews.
54
For some Soviet examples, the Soviet OGPU/NKVD reports gave a great deal of information
and analysis about the place of women in anticollectivization riots, as well as about peasants’ selling
or slaughtering livestock to prevent having to give them to collectives for free. See, for example,
Viola et al. 2005, documents 47, 67, and 78. Reports of the December Politburo Commission on
Soviet collectivization, while not providing the full picture, offer a fascinating glimpse into the
personal and political dynamics of Soviet high politics. (Lynne Viola, personal communication,
and Viola et al. 2005: chapter 4.)
55
Our efforts to obtain mood reports were repeatedly rebuffed during the time of our research.
At least one member of our team, Vultur, received some, and in 2006, Kligman was given a more
substantial sample for her work on the Presidential Commission. Top secret documents can be
found in ANIC, Fond C.C. al P.C.R. at the State Archives, or at the National Council for the Study
of Securitate Archives (CNSAS). We especially thank Florica Dobre for her assistance.
52
53
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could also trace rumors attributed to “enemies of the people” and respond to
them, or float other rumors to “test the waters” or to provide additional fodder
against enemies.56 Reading Securitate documents, then, gives us a sense of what
the leaders were likely to know. As one regional Party Secretary (in the 1950s)
observed in an interview, “The Party was aware of the overall situation in the
country and kept it under control. But things did happen, in one region or another, that were in total contradiction with all directives.”57 The issue of what
Party leaders did or did not know, order, or control has been a major preoccupation in our analysis, particularly concerning the use of violence against peasants. Although the central authorities did not order all such excesses, information contained in Central Committee and “top secret” documents makes it
clear that they were hardly ignorant. In the following chapters, we explore the
complex relationships between the Party and the population; our point here is
to underscore the enormous value of access to the documents that shed light on
these relationships—despite the problems we have thus far signaled.
On Unofficial Written Sources
We have been discussing archival materials, but not all written sources are archived nor are they necessarily forms of official communication. While even
more haphazardly obtained, what are often labeled “popular histories” offer another illuminating lens on collectivization. Their contents shed light on the
lived experiences of what official documents reveal, providing local, everyday
contextualization and sometimes corroborating what archives contain about
the same events. Authors of such localized chronicles include teachers, priests,
former political prisoners, and literate peasants alike. Although generally written in narrative style, some also take poetic form.58 They may review events that
generally affected an entire community, or they may be autobiographical or
represent a combination of forms. Their authors’ life perspectives typically colored what they wrote when they set pen to paper. For example, a history of local
events written by a Greek-Catholic priest was less likely to gloss over the dramatic changes of 1948 that banned the Greek-Catholic Church than one written by an Orthodox priest; a wealthy peasant’s local history of collectivization
would dwell more on the blows dealt the “class enemy” than would a poor peasant’s version.59
56
On increasing salaries to quell revolts, see, for example, Fond C.C. al P.C.R.–Organizatorică,
file 43/1956, 11. On petrol and matches, see ACNSAS, FD, file 5, 16. On concerns about Hungary’s
1956 revolution, see, for example, ANIC, Fond C.C. al P.C.R.–Organizatorică, file 43/1956.
57
P. G., Kligman interview.
58
Some are found in penal files as examples of subversive beliefs. See ACNSAS, FP, file 84/v. 5,
225, “Poezie scrisă de numitul . . . com. Şieu, Cântec de Suferinţă.”
59
The peasant histories we have come across are not typically written by poor peasants. Kligman
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Generally, these local histories include a wealth of information not available
elsewhere and can guide interview strategy. Şandru, for example, extracted useful data he had not found otherwise, including statistics, from a seventy-fivepage monograph written by a former mayor of the community Pechea.60 Such
memoirs might even be published and enter into the subsequent production of
local history, as occurred with a former political prisoner who had participated
in the 1957 revolt in Vadu Roşca. Stoica, researching this revolt, received the
book from a respondent who suggested he read it to learn “exactly” what had
happened there.61 In assessing this book and others like it, we should keep in
mind that what is reported was retrospectively produced and is subject to the
same issues we raise below about retrospective interviews.
Not all popular histories that have emerged since the collapse of communism
were created after 1989, however. Some peasants, for example, kept notebooks
in which they recorded events and their thoughts about them safely hidden in
their houses, aware of the risks they assumed in so doing. One of Kligman’s key
respondents had such a “secret” set of poems, which he shared with a very few
trusted confidants in the village. Unlike his other poems that earned him the
title of Poet Laureate in Ceauşescu’s time, these were not meant for public consumption; they contained titles on silenced topics such as collectivization and
persuasion work. This same man was among several who chronicled Ieud’s
transformation under communism in narrative form as well. Others composed
oral poetic “laments” in rhymed couplets about the events that befell them and
their community (e.g., collectivization, class war, excessive requisitions), which
they privately rehearsed over the years of communist rule as “memory markers” of their experiences and committed to paper after the collapse of the
Ceauşescu regime.62
collected a number of these histories, such as Ştefan Balea’s Memorie and Gavrilă Pleş-Chindriş’s
Colectivizaria la Ieud, Mărturisiri din celea petrecute. Both authors were from wealthier peasant
families.
60
See Şandru 2003, on oral and written sources. The statistical data were later confirmed in archival sources he found. Needless to say, popular histories, like archival documents, must be evaluated with care. One should pay attention to when they were penned: while some were written at the
time of the events they review and others at some point prior to the collapse of communism, many
were authored after 1989 when people felt safer keeping written records among their possessions.
(Before then, any written criticism of the regime could result in harassment by the Securitate as well
as imprisonment.) In the very first years after the regime fell, ordinary citizens still kept their authorial efforts to themselves, fearful that things might again change. During a four-hour interview in
2002 with a former “enemy of the people,” Kligman asked whether he had ever considered writing
his memoirs. With his closest family and friends present, he confessed—to their amazement—that
he had already written some five hundred pages! (See Dunca 2004.) Lena Constante, in the early
1990s, was one of the few living survivors of the Pătrăşcanu trial. The original draft of her awardwinning memoir, L’evasion silencieuse (1990), was handwritten in tiny script. (See also 1995.)
61
Stoica 2003: 7. The book in question is Rezistenţa armată anticomunistă din munţii României:
1946–1958 by Cicerone Ioniţoiu.
62
We discuss memory markers in more detail later in this chapter. Prison memoirs often re-
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We were fortunate in our project to have access to multiple sources, enabling
us to read intertextually, corroborating our material as broadly as possible
against the problems of falsified data and source credibility. Because of these
problems, we agree with Bodó, who views the possibility of reconstituting what
happened on the basis of written sources as limited, requiring us to supplement
them with oral ones (Bodó 2003: 69–70). We now turn to a discussion of this
second category of sources.
On Oral Sources
Oral histories and in-depth retrospective interviews (terms we use interchangeably unless otherwise specified) shed light on how people who lived under
now-defunct regimes attempt to reconstruct their life stories and make sense of
them. Passerini observed that in the former Soviet Union, people “who now
feel free to narrate their experiences under Stalinism do face the problem of
justifying themselves, and at the same time of establishing some sort of continuity in their life stories” (1992: 12).63 So too in Romania, where oral accounts
enable us to explore how collectivization lives on in the memories of Romanians alive at the time. They also serve to integrate the voices and experiences
of those previously “hidden from history” (Rowbotham 1973) into the historical record of communism and collectivization.
Like written accounts, oral ones raise myriad problems. Memories are notoriously malleable and selectively shaped by the social conditions and motivations of those interviewed. They are not fixed in quantity or quality but vary
over time, re-formed in the present of their rendition through an interpretive
process of (re)collecting.64 Passerini emphasizes that “Remembering has to be
conceived as a highly inter-subjective relationship” (1992: 2). What emerges
can be affected by intervening events, by the passage of time, by the relationship
count the kinds of memory markers that sustained their authors through the hardships of incarceration. For Romania, see, for example, Brauner 1979 and Constante 1995.
63
Khubova et al. (2005: 96) suggest in a related vein that without an “overall public historical
story to which to relate [their personal memories]” since the collapse of the Soviet Union, people
find it “very difficult to make sense of their own memories.” See also Bodó on producing a collective
history, in our concluding chapter. We argue for producing usable pasts, in the plural, to reflect
diverse perspectives.
64
We reiterate that oral accounts are retrospectively produced, with the exception of interviews
done for RFE/RL during the period. In these, Romanian-speaking reporters talked to Romanians
who had escaped or were refugees to the West. We rarely cite them, although we note that the general information in them tends to corroborate our own. Each interview was transcribed and reported in Romanian and summarized in English. Sources are described generically: for example, a
student, former teacher, intelligent, competent, mostly reliable; their age and gender are not consistently given. See, for example, HU OSA 300-1-2. These materials are housed at the Open Society
Archive, Budapest. We especially thank its director, István Rév, and Pavol Salamon, then senior
supervisory archivist.
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between the interviewer and respondent, by the latter’s desire to be seen in a
favorable light, and by many other factors, some of which we will explore below.65 Moreover, after 1989 remembering as a process was enhanced by media
attention to the hidden histories of the past, made public in television series
focused on oral histories, documentaries, and publications. Not surprisingly,
mass-mediated accounts themselves became reference points or memory
markers for some and, following Nora (1989), contributed to formalizing and
codifying memory (as with Stoica’s respondent who invoked a published version of “exactly” what had happened).
This kind of interplay between oral and mass-mediated sources points to
another form of intertextuality to which researchers must be sensitive: what we
might call “assisted memory.”66 Khubova and her colleagues (1992) revisited
villages in the Kuban area of the former Soviet Union where they had worked
four years earlier. Their second visit occurred in the context of perestroika,
when the media were filled with recollections of Stalinist-era repression. Among
those they reinterviewed, they found:
Their historical consciousness seemed to have changed. Not only were they now very
willing to talk, but a good many of them . . . now also included recollections of real
personal experiences as well as “memories” which they clearly had picked up from
the media—perhaps they genuinely believed these had happened to them, enabling
them to present a new self image. (1992: 95)

This example also underscores the impact of the present on renditions of the
past. In using oral accounts, then, we do not claim that people’s memories of
how collectivization occurred are necessarily “accurate,” or more so than the
problematic documents we have discussed above.
That few people during our research openly expressed positive views about
collectivization, even if they held them, might seem an effect of the postsocialist climate. Nevertheless, we remind readers that many archival documents
from the period are themselves often quite negative, countered primarily by the
rosy representations promulgated in propaganda and socialist realist arts. But,
unlike documents, oral accounts allow us to gain entry into what people remember their experiences to have been, which ones they found to be the most
65
Khubova et al. (2005, 96) observe that respondents “are grasping for stories to make sense of
their own lives.”
66
Arch Getty (personal communication) related Mary McCauley’s experience when interviewing Leningraders years ago about Stalin’s terror. Their memories had been “assisted” by postKhrushchev anti-Stalin culture in which “everyone was arrested.” But when pressed to note exactly
who was arrested, they admitted that few people they knew had actually been arrested. Prager
(1998), a sociologist and lay psychoanalyst, discussed a related process that is helpful to our analytic
endeavor. One of his clients who sought explanatory frames for her suffering concluded that she
had been the victim of childhood sexual abuse. Prager notes that her interpretation coincided with
and was influenced by the “recovered memory” movement and that careful analysis of the corpus
of her memories of abuse and nonabuse did not support her claim.
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trying or the most appreciated, and so on. Many things shape what they remember, to whom, and when. In the next sections, we first discuss key issues in
oral-historical research, focusing on people’s willingness to talk about the past
and how we interpret what they share; we then reflect briefly on multiplesource interpretation.
Interviews, Interviewer Effects, and Temporality
Our project sought out a wide range of people, most of whom were young or
middle-aged adults during the collectivization campaign; some were children.
The majority of those we interviewed had been peasants, a good number of
whom became salaried workers in factories or Party offices; some held positions of considerable authority, including regional Party secretaries, district
functionaries, heads of collective farms, and village mayors. As we shall see
below, not everyone was disposed to enter into a dialog with our team, although
many were. Some people refused to talk in case things changed, noting that “the
times are unstable,” and they feared being held accountable should the political
situation shift again.67 Khubova et al. (1992: 100) encountered the same reasoning during their research in the Kuban. Several of our team members (e.g.,
Dobrincu, Stoica, and Verdery) found respondents willing to talk but unwilling
to have the interviews taped, also out of fear. Still others refused in a more
subtle manner, saying there was no point to an interview: “Let it be—when I
have time, I’ll write my own memoir” (Stoica 2003: 8). There were undoubtedly
people who found it too painful to revisit those times; however, that was not
primarily our experience.
A critical variable in any kind of interviewing concerns characteristics of the
researcher and the nature of his or her relationships with the people being interviewed. These relationships vary in many respects, such as by the researcher’s age, sex, and place of origin. We provide detail in appendix 2 but will make
a few brief points here to show the complexity of interviewer effects. Although
all of the Romanians and Hungarians on our team had had some previous field
experience in the places they studied, several of them (Dobrincu, Bodó, Goina,
and Lăţea) were themselves born in the locales where they did their research or
had family members living there. The consequences of their familiarity were
complicated. They did not have to spend the long time that good ethnographers
need to build trust, but they might be hampered by their family members’ positions (see appendix 2). As for other characteristics, an interviewer’s greater age
is generally a plus in garnering cooperation from Romanian villagers, although
sometimes the lower status of graduate students makes respondents less
guarded with them. We believe that female interviewers tend to have better access to both sexes than male interviewers, even though (perhaps because) they
67
Dobrincu (2003a) commented that the success of former communists in the elections of 2000
was the basis of their fear of a return to the recent (socialist) past.
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carry less authority; this said, however, among our team’s most successful ethnographers were male graduate students. Other differences might not prove as
significant as we would expect, such as that between foreigners and Romanians.
One might think that Romanian villagers would be more suspicious of foreigners like us than of interviewers who are Romanian, or more likely to feed us
anticommunist views. This might be true of foreigners new to Romania, but
our lengthy association with our two villages (Vlaicu and Ieud) made it more
difficult for locals to lie to us or to present selves discordant with what we already knew of them. Our close friendships more readily invited conversations
on difficult subjects than would have been true for the Romanian researchers
who lacked such extended experience. In Kligman’s case, it was her long-term
fieldwork that enabled her to uncover “hidden histories” in both poetic and
impassioned narrative form; others have interviewed in her site since 1989
without comparable results. Here we see the crucial difference between simply
carrying out interviews and doing so in the context of extended ethnographic
research. In brief, then, interviewer effects, while critical ingredients of ethnography, are too multifarious to be systematically included in our interpretation.
Additional variables affecting the value of oral sources concern traits of the
respondents—whether in specific relation to the interviewer (e.g., relative age
and sex) or not. For instance, Chelcea observed significant differences in what
respondents recollected or were disposed to recollect (2009: 400). Formerly
poor peasants remembered much less about collectivization and had at best a
vague sense of the dates at which specific things had happened, whereas the
wealthier spoke at much greater length, with much more precise dates and many
details.68 Although others in our team did not find the same pattern, the example nonetheless reminds us that respondents’ social origins and trajectories inevitably affect what they recollect—a point to which we return in chapter 8.
Another important variable is generation, for where one is positioned in the
life cycle bears significantly on how one remembers or views both past and
present.69 As we hope our discussions in subsequent chapters will demonstrate,
we do not mean to imply that such factors as gender, religion, nationality, or
geographical location are any less significant. Nevertheless, in times of rupture,
generation anchors memory in fundamental ways (see, e.g., Vultur 2002a).
Generational differences have long been recognized in the study of revolutionary regimes, often fueled by youthful zeal (think of Maoist China’s revolutionary guards in the Cultural Revolution). With age, that zeal may be radically
transformed into full disillusionment, as was the case for many true believers
following Khrushchev’s revelations about Stalin’s crimes. Or, as we saw above,
68
Among the possible explanations for these differences is that the former poor may have been
more intimidated by the interview situation; another is that the richer memories of the wealthy
perhaps reflected their having lost more and having suffered the effects of collectivization more
gravely.
69
In Vultur (2002b), two chapters on memories of the Jews in Banat are organized by generation
(seniors and middle-aged, respectively).
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with wisdom gained from age and the passage of time, some may critique their
memories of their pasts.
Following Mannheim’s suggestion that generations are marked by the events
individuals experience in adolescence and early adulthood, Schuman and Scott
posit a collective memory formed through a process of “generational imprinting” (1989: 378). We find this notion useful more broadly across the age spectrum. Here is an example of embodied memory seared into the consciousness
of a child at the time of collectivization:
My father spent eight years as a prisoner in Russia, so he knew what a kolkhoz was.
He barely got back and it was starting here, but he said he’d never join. The teacher
in my second-grade class would make me and one other girl stand up in front of
everyone because our families still hadn’t joined the GAC. They were mean to us. I
remember at Christmas time they would line everyone up to get candies, but they
pulled us two out of the line, so we couldn’t get any. . . . I despised that teacher and
I’d get revenge whenever I had a chance. She was the priest’s wife; any time I went to
the priest’s house, like for a children’s birthday party, I’d throw some cake on the rug
and stomp it in, or I’d get into the cellar and throw things around. Many years later
I saw this teacher on the street. She came up to me and said hello, but I walked right
past her.70

Yet, we also note that some memories of those who were children at the time of
collectivization are not generationally distinctive. Torture or physical abuse is
embodied in memory regardless of the age at which it was experienced. One of
Kligman’s respondents recounted how the Securitate had abused him when he
was ten years old during their search for his “enemy” father (whom they later
fatally shot):
They beat me and they pierced my tongue with a needle. I was unable to eat anything
for four weeks except I could drink milk! They said they were going to give me candies [to make him open his mouth]; they grabbed my tongue and held it while they
stuck it many times with the needle, taunting me with: “Offspring of a reactionary!
Offspring of a chiabur.” And how many times they kicked me! . . . To this day, you see
the marks from the beatings I took from them.71

With such exceptions in mind, the generation of these respondents’ parents
typically remembers a different set of (adult) concerns about the collectivization campaign, such as forced collections, the expropriation of property, and so
on. But wherever they were in the life cycle at the time of that campaign, their
memories and what they recount are marked or imprinted accordingly.72
70
213n, Verdery interview. The comment has been reconstructed from notes. The literature on
Stalinism is filled with memories seared into the existence of those who were children at the time.
71
P. G. R., Kligman interview.
72
We do not address the related issue of nostalgia, also generationally marked. For the elderly,
nostalgia for the communist period—which some may categorize as strategic forgetting—is often
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Still another variable affecting memory involves the timing of the interviews.
Verdery conducted some research in 1991–94 (before our project began), when
the process of decollectivization was in full swing. She found that people talking about collectivization at that time emphasized the 1950s confiscations and
land exchanges that were then causing them problems in getting their land
back, but these themes were less common after 2000. The most serious obstacle
for us, interviewing after 1989 about the socialist period, was the tendency for
respondents to have “teleological” recollections: they knew the end of the story.
The collapse of the communist system and its collective farms colored how respondents would recall painful experiences from those times. For some, the
public repudiation of that system encouraged forgetting what might have been
good about collective farms and provided an incentive (especially in the case of
former authorities) to distance themselves retrospectively from their previous
actions. Yet for others, the shortcomings of postsocialist life also encouraged
nostalgia for certain aspects of the old regime. Thus, one must scrutinize these
recollections closely.
Another aspect of recollected temporalities concerns the kinds of events that
people experienced. Stoica (2003), like others in our team, found that most accounts were event-oriented: what people remembered, or what they wanted to
talk about, were specific, often highly selective situations rather than broader
generalities (see Schuman and Scott 1989). Most of his respondents in Vadu
Roşca focused on the revolt of 1957, even though he was interested in the
broader process of collectivization, not only the role of the revolt in it. Sometimes a respondent’s focus on particular moments compressed the temporality
of the process, glossing over the social complexity of what had taken place. This
was especially true where there had been considerable opposition and repression, which some respondents tended to forget in characterizing the process as
rapidly completed. These examples again call our attention to the analytic necessity of situating what is said in the fullest temporal field.
Memory and Trauma, Speech and Silence
Those willing to be interviewed engaged in dialog to differing degrees. Some
were eager to talk with anyone who would listen, gaining satisfaction from the
public airing of long-held grievances as they reconstructed usable pasts from
their lives.73 Lăţea views this as a linguistic form of “settling accounts.”74 Many
others were neither excited by the “sheer novelty of talking” (Khubova et al.
linked to their more precarious circumstances since its collapse. Young people who were not alive
during communism, by contrast, can be staunchly anticommunist because of what their families
suffered, or, as in Russia, they may register nostalgia for Stalin (see Mendelson and Gerber 2006).
73
There is a large literature on repressed memory due to traumatic experience, which we do not
examine here.
74
See Lăţea (2009: 349), for a discussion of peasants’ willingness to “forget, but never forgive.”
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1992: 96) nor reticent about doing so. Instead, they had suffered greatly and
welcomed the opportunity to “give voice” to their silenced autobiographies.75
For them, such recountings could be personally cathartic and open up ways to
talk with family members about things they had never mentioned.76 A peasant
woman, upon learning about the project, shyly informed Kligman that she
wanted to share her family’s tragic story from the collectivization period, which
we recount in chapter 6, that left her mother dead. At the time of the interview,
Kligman had known this peasant woman for over two decades yet had heard
nothing of her traumatic past. Certainly, such cases—which are legion—lend
urgency to uncovering these hidden histories and simultaneously draw attention to the problems of rewriting histories of the communist period.
So far we have been writing of those who entered willingly into dialog with
us. What about those who give us very little, perhaps shrugging off our questions about the campaign with, “We didn’t have any choice, they made us join,
and we got used to it.” What is an interviewer to do in the face of such a reply?
Do the respondents genuinely not remember, or are they refusing to remember because of actions or compromises they might not now wish to acknowledge publicly? Should we try to draw out their recollections or is there a dark
hole where recollection might lie, a hole that may be the product of repressed
trauma? This leads to an important aspect of our conversations: the relation of
trauma to memory. Among the long-silenced histories that have come into the
open since 1989 are numerous accounts from people who experienced physical
abuse and public humiliation at the hands of the communist regime. As we
learn from debates on “recovered memory” and the nature of trauma, there is a
very problematic relation between “what actually happens” to people and how
those happenings appear in memory. Against those experts who argue that retrospective memory always grasps a real past event, others see trauma as consisting precisely in the victim’s incapacity to represent what has happened, for
traumatic experience evades the brain centers responsible for narrative capacity and verbal representation (see discussion in Leys 2000 and Daniel 1996).
Others caution against taking accounts of traumatic pasts at face value, noting
that the “agentic self constitutes itself in time” (Prager 1998: 82) and can be
heavily influenced by contemporary frames of meaning when reconstructing
past memories.
How then might we look at the complicated relationship between trauma
and memory in our own interviews? Is there something about the nature of
people’s past experiences that shapes the form of their present expression? Kligman was consistently surprised by the detailed accounts offered by respondents
who had spent long years resisting the regime, hiding in the mountains, and
were then incarcerated in prison and tortured. Their recollections were acutely
75
We distinguish these from the scripted autobiographies written for or by the Party, particularly of prisoners or for verification of Party members.
76
The history of collectivization is filled with such silences between kin.
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vivid, as though their experiences had happened yesterday,77 reminding us of
the role of the performative discussed previously and of Nietzsche’s claim that
for something to stay in memory, “it must be burned in; only that which never
ceases to hurt stays in the memory” ([1887] 1989: 61). Indeed, the Party-state
recognized the pedagogical “virtues” of memory written on the body, or what
we refer to as “embodied memory.” For those whose experiences were imprinted on their bodies through torture, enduring forms of physical deprivation, or repeated humiliation, the memories were literally embodied; their
bodies serve as memory sites, in Nora’s sense, or mnemotechnic vehicles, in
Nietzsche’s.78 Although these are complicated issues, we tend to accord special
truth-value to the recollections of those who suffered bodily harm through
forms of torture.
Lăţea, on the other hand, found that many of his respondents, especially
men, took advantage of “strategic forgetting,” which he views counterintuitively
as a constructive form of memory practice that enables people not to see themselves as victims. He notes insightfully:
Men were more exposed to violence and dishonor and thus it is not surprising that
they would be more tempted than women to euphemize or simply “forget” the ugliest episodes of collectivization. . . . “forgetting” can be understood positively, as a
form of “memory,” and not as its antithesis. People “forget” the violence that contradicts the categories of ordinary thinking, or they refuse to integrate what would otherwise destroy them socially (extreme examples are slaves, Gulag and Holocaust
survivors, as well as victims of torture and rape). . . . in cases such as collectivization,
forgetting is as much a favor to oneself as a strategic positioning towards the agents
of violence. (2009: 348)

Strategic forgetting may help to explain memories that seem fuzzy in terms of
narrative detail and dates. In the political climate of our research, some respondents may not have been proud of their actions in the 1950s, having perhaps
turned a blind eye to the travails of others. Their reticence may manifest selfinterested strategic forgetting, for which an interviewer must be on guard, so as
to uncover the silences that strategic forgetting creates.
How might “embodied memories” and “strategic forgetting” be similar? In
each, the passage of time enables individuals as agents of their own pasts to
engage their memories, thus making sense of their personal histories, then and
now. Strategic forgetting, in Lăţea’s view, is a condition of social survival that
77
One respondent, answering questions that grew out of a reading of his prison file, virtually
reenacted the scenario of his arrest in the mountains, demonstrating who was where, and so on. C.
V., Kligman interview.
78
We thank Jon Sigmon for reminding us of Nietzsche’s essay. Connerton looked at embodied
memory in a more collective sense in what he views as habit memory, itself “passed on in nontextual and non-cognitive ways” (1989: 102–3). See also Ten Dyke (2001: 67–69). Embodied memories in this sense differ from individuals’ having been betrayed by their own bodies, to which we
return in subsequent chapters.
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allows people to live with their pasts in the present as survivors (to draw on a
contemporary trope), rather than as victims. Embodied memories do the same,
allowing those who suffered such trials to highlight today the positive aspects
of their past resistance and endurance rather than the negative, for which they
had suffered greatly and been stigmatized for so long.
Interpreting the meaning of embodied memories and strategic forgetting, as
well as drawing from the ethnographic encounter meanings that are invisible in
official documents, requires unusual skill. Here are some techniques our team
members used toward these ends; all involve ways of reading silences or uses of
language. We begin with Julianna Bodó, whose two decades of experience in
her field area enriched her work for our project. Initially her respondents
claimed that nothing out of the ordinary had happened during collectivization,
and they seemed to have few memories of the events. Based on small cues in the
way they spoke, however, she concluded that a great deal happened, but it was
out of sight: “For instance, the voices of people interviewed still trembled when
they referred to collectivization, forty years later. . . . How is it possible that
those ‘insignificant’ events triggered such a profound reaction?” (Bodó 2009:
355). Part of her answer, which we will take up in chapter 8, concerns the effects
of overturning status hierarchies; additionally, she invokes the silencing of public discourse about collectivization while it took place and after. The absence of
talk, she suggests, led to the community’s failure to shape collective versions of
what had happened. Thus, any one person asked about it is unsure of what to
say, not knowing what others would say.79 The silence around collectivization,
in this context, is preeminently social, rather than individual.
Our colleague Smaranda Vultur (2003a, 2009b) read not silences but metaphors, examining written and oral sources from a linguistic standpoint. In her
research she read published speeches and compared their metaphors with those
of unpublished minutes from meetings; additionally, she compared through
both time and space the language of documents from two villages whose collectivization fates differed significantly. Among her findings were not only the
specific contexts for the military metaphors so common to the entire communist period (e.g., campaign, enemy, battle; see discussion in chapter 1), but also
contrasts between time periods. Comparing two villages—one collectivized
earlier, the other later—she found in the former a grim language of “bitter
struggle against the class enemy,” as opposed to a language of light and optimism (“lively, intense, and enthusiastic work”) in the latter. The timing suggested a shift from an emphasis on repression to one on persuading and stimulating; the comparison mirrors the collectivization process itself, which in
many places moved from initial repression to less coercive forms of persuasion
later. Vultur’s intertextual analysis illustrates how much we can learn from the
ways language—and especially metaphor—is used.
79
This argument appears in her longer report (2003). See Kligman 2009, on silenced histories
in Ieud.
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Puiu Lăţea (2003, 2009) employed the strategies of both Bodó and Vultur,
attending to metaphors and to other “textual” registers including his respondents’ mimicry, gestures, bodily postures, and tonal variation. Earlier, we noted
that the body itself serves as a memory site; both Bodó and Lăţea paid careful
attention to body language in relation to what their respondents were saying.
Lăţea closely explored the use of certain words as well, such as “understanding,” “bargaining,” “negotiation,” or “haggling” (in contrast to “imposition” or
“constraint”). He attended to the complex practices these words indicated—
avoidance strategies, indirect speech, rhetorics of imprecision, deliberate delaying tactics, and so on. For instance, he examined the way his interlocutors
used tenses, which showed some of their strategies for using time against the
activists who had come to persuade them to join the collective. “[T]ense manipulation,” he observes, “was one of the most felicitous strategies used by the
villagers who tried to postpone, as long as possible, joining the collective”
(2009: 241). With this analysis he aims to demonstrate that despite heavy repression, people retained some capacity for action and could even tame or
transform power, in small ways, to their advantage. Bargaining or negotiation,
then, was a frequent strategy, a way of corrupting local officials by compromising them.
Even if we cannot take as “truth” everything an interviewee says, then, to
discover information unavailable in the archives, we can read their tones of
voice, note their moments of distress, and listen to their language and the metaphors they use. We advocate precisely this kind of mixed analytic methodology,
involving the dialogic interplay of written and oral sources—a strategy that is
admittedly more available to scholars of Eastern European collectivization than
to Soviet specialists, who lack living peasant respondents.80
Multiple Source Interpretation
Thus far, we have been discussing the respective possibilities and limitations of
written and oral sources, which make clear that both are inadequate in and of
themselves for making usable pasts that better approximate the complexity of
the times. Elaborating on this point, Bodó comments that written documents
“can only be deciphered with knowledge of the interpersonal relations among
local actors” (2003: 73)—a view with which we concur. To conclude our discussion, we offer three examples that illustrate the virtues of working intertextually
across as many different sources as possible—written, oral, and bodily—to corroborate information or claims. This expanded approach to intertextuality can
enrich research and analysis in unexpected ways, helping us to meet the chal80
This is not to say that Soviet specialists cannot use interviews: Sheila Fitzpatrick (personal
communication), for example, has often used them to clarify her reading of documents, but not
even she was able to rouse peasants from the dead.
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lenge of analyzing fluid categories in a dynamic process that contains many
variables.
We have already given one example from Kligman’s research concerning her
use of the Securitate archive to extend her network of interviewees. A second
example demonstrates how oral sources can expose the pitfalls of literal readings of official written sources, especially penal files. In the Securitate files, she
came across a list of punishments meted out to alleged members of the “Popşa
terrorist gang,” one of which was for a person listed as “missing” and tried in
absentia.81 After interviewing this man’s sister, Kligman went on to find official
confirmation that the security forces had “mortally wounded” him.82 At the
time of his sentencing, then, he was not actually missing but dead and buried.
While a seeming detail, the difference between “missing” and “dead” is significant for the historical record: the regime’s cynicism and brutality were effaced
under the ubiquitous category of “missing.”83 Had it not been for the interviews,
Kligman would have read “missing” as just that, a name attached to a statistical
category. In cases like this, the dialogic interplay between oral and archival
knowledge transforms our understanding of what is represented in the official
register in relation to what actually happened.
A second example of multiple source interpretation comes from Verdery’s
research. In the Securitate archives she found an anonymous denunciation
written in 1984 by “a group of workers,” claiming that one G. C. from Vlaicu
had “renewed his anticommunist calumnies.”84 District authorities investigated
the charges and solicited handwritten notes about them from various villagers,
in hopes of identifying the handwriting on the document. One such note was
signed by a man with whom Verdery was on particularly close terms. In subsequent conversation with him, she asked him in a general way if he had ever
heard of people writing letters concerning a denunciation; he replied that he
himself had written such a supporting note, about G. C., but not (as she had
assumed) in response to an officer’s dictation. Then he voluntarily explained
who had initiated the denunciation (one of G. C.’s rivals, ticked off with him for
some minor matter or a quarrel over women), who else had been involved (several friends of the instigator and neighbors of G. C., all annoyed with him for
various reasons), and who had formulated it (the instigator’s nephew, employed
by the Securitate in Bucharest). Without the stimulus of the archive, Verdery
would not have known whom to ask for concrete information on denunciatory
practices, and only her long relation with her respondent enabled her to learn
how in this case, at least, Securitate members were feeding those very practices
themselves.
See ACNSAS, FP, file 84/v. 5, 334, for the sentence issued on February 20, 1950.
See ACNSAS, FP, file 84/v. 1, 335, telegram of January 3–4, 1950.
83
Certainly, this is but one of the far too many deaths at the hands of the Securitate that have
been “hidden.”
84
ACNSAS, FI, file 3935/2, 26ff.
81
82
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A third example, from Smaranda Vultur, deepens our sense of the silences
around collectivization. In Domaşnea, she interviewed people whose names
she had found in two Securitate files from 1960–62, comparing what they
themselves said after 2000 with what the Securitate officer following them reported they had said at the time. According to the files, the Securitate had interrogated most of the people she was interviewing, holding them for a day or
more and then having them sign a declaration that they would never tell anyone anything about the interrogation.85 Of all the people she interviewed, only
one woman confirmed this; the others said not a word, presumably being afraid
to contravene what they had signed forty or fifty years earlier. Partisans from
this village had fiercely resisted collectivization, and in 1958–59 some of them
were caught, shot, and left in the center of the village for three days so everyone
could see what might happen to people who behaved like them. Perhaps that
helps to explain their silence so many years later. It was only the combination of
interviews with material from the files of people interrogated that enabled Vultur to hear the silence.86
In all these examples, our archival data opened up aspects of the past that
had long been suppressed, not only offering information but also serving as
methodological tools for ethnographic research. 87 We have dwelt on the methodological strengths and weaknesses of the sources we have used both to enhance readers’ understanding of them as analytic resources and to shed critical
light on the tangled relationship between history and memory. In so doing, we
hope to have shown some of the ways in which attention to the interplay between diverse sources—oral, written, the body—through time and space enables a more nuanced, complex excavation and interrogation of those pasts.

Plan of the Book
In the chapters to follow, we will describe the collectivization process in Romania in detail. Part 1 lays the groundwork for that process. We begin in chapter 1
with the Soviet blueprint, which established the technology of collectivization
that East European leaders followed, with variations, during the 1950s. Briefly
85
The following is a typical example of these declarations signed before release from prison: “I
understand that I am not allowed to divulge to anyone anything that I have seen in the detention
sites where I have been, nor about anyone I have seen in them, and, relatedly, I will not, in writing
or verbally, communicate with relatives or others anything about those who remain imprisoned,”
subject to legal action for violation of these terms. See ACNSAS, FP, file 160/7, 88.
86
The reports are found in DJAN CS, Fond Inspectoratul Judeţean de Securitate Caraş-Severin
(FD 116 vols. I and II). Interviews conducted in August 2001 and September 2002.
87
Lăţea (personal communication) found that starting first with archival research, then supplementing it with discussions with his closest relatives, made him “competent” or literate in local
collectivization matters. In turn, when he began talking with a broader circle of people, they were
positively inclined to enter into dialogue with him.
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summarizing how collectivization occurred in the Soviet Union, we sketch
some of the major departures from that model in Eastern Europe. In chapter 2
we describe the object of collectivization in Romania—the “traditional” Romanian village, organized by kinship and social status—indicating critical points
at which this organization conflicted with the plans for collectivizing; we then
summarize the process as a whole in Romania between 1948 and 1962 to facilitate the more detailed discussion in subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 focuses on
the Party cadres who implemented collectivization, describing aspects of their
recruitment, their work, and their life as activists. What kinds of people were
they, what was it like to be one, and what sorts of social relations developed
among them? We argue that because the Party achieved power without an adequate number of prepared and ideologically committed cadres, certain compromises followed. First, their work would rely more on force than on persuasion, and therefore peasants would end by joining collectives only pro forma
rather than from conviction. Second, the exigencies of cadres’ work led them to
develop networks, which protected them while making the bureaucratic apparatus more personalistic.
The three chapters in part 2 describe some of the pedagogical techniques
used to draw people into the collectives. Chapter 4 presents some of the language the Party created to carry out its mission—including categories that
named classes, types of “enemies” and political insurgents, acceptable vs. suspect religions, and ethnonational groups—as well as some of the techniques
employed: various forms of propaganda, modeling by example, denunciation
and unmasking, and petition writing. Many of these forms compelled peasants
to enter a relationship with the Party and to adopt its terms even when contesting them. In chapter 5, we continue this discussion of techniques with a look at
“persuasion work,” explaining aspects of village social organization upon which
it hinged and arguing that unpersuasive cadres secured not commitment to the
collective project but the performance of consent. Chapter 6 describes how
“class war” that aimed to decapitate the village elite, turn other villagers against
them, and raise up the village poor was brought to a countryside lacking classes.
Last, part 3 presents some outcomes of collectivization. In chapter 7 we show
how collectives were finally formed—in part through using that same village
elite—and how different variables affected the process. Chapter 8 describes new
chances for social mobility and how village life was bureaucratized and politicized, along with the transformation of the earlier organizational forms involving kinship and social status.
Throughout our discussion, we present data from all the research sites included in our project, even if material from our own research in Hunedoara
and Maramureş counties predominates. We selected the project sites to differ in
ethnonational and religious composition (both of which might influence personhood and relations with the Romanian Party-state), economic and ecological adaptation (influencing an area’s suitability for collective farms), major his-
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torical or strategic region (reflecting different historical influences, population
composition, and development potential), and the date of collectivization. Map
1 shows the distribution of all the sites, using the administrative boundaries of
1960; table 0.1 presents the sites in greater detail. In our text, we refer to the
principal study sites without further specification; additional settlements that
we mention, from archival or other sources, are followed by the names of the
counties in which they are presently located.

*

*

*

All historical narratives, Trouillot observes (1995), could have been told differently. What distinguishes this one from other possible tellings? First, like others, we see collectivization as a story about an Enlightenment project for modernizing a “backward” country on a model from the Soviet Union, but we
emphasize departures from the model as well as its imposition. Second, more
unusually, we emphasize the coming-into-being of the political organization
that is often unproblematically seen as collectivization’s author—the Communist Party-state—underscoring instead the ways in which collectivization created it, as much as the other way around. Third, we explore in detail the “technology transfer” involved in this process, whereby the peasantry was tied in
place differently from before, by transforming their relations to land and one
another and by bureaucratizing their daily life. In place of a largely political history, we foreground the social and cultural relations of the process that attempted to substitute—for both peasants and cadres alike—a formal bureaucratic organization for one based on kinship relations. It was a monumental
uprooting, carried out with remarkable speed and fraught throughout with unintended consequences that vitiated the plans of its architects, in ways we will
describe in the pages to follow.
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Table 0.1
Project Research Sites
Name of Village
(Hungarian/
German)/
Commune
(Researcher)
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District/
Region 1950

Relief

Soil
Fertility

Primary
Economic
Activity

Armăşeni
(Csíkmenaság)/
Armăşeni (Bodó)

Ciuc/
Stalin

Hilly,
mountainous

Poor

Agriculture,
especially animal
husbandry

Aurel Vlaicu/Şibot
(Verdery)

Orăştie/
Hunedoara

Plains

Medium

Agriculture, animal
husbandry

Corund (Korond)/
Corund
(Bodó)

Odorhei/
Stalin

Hilly,
mountainous

Poor

Agriculture, crafts
(pottery)

Darabani/Darabani
(Dobrincu)

Dorohoi/
Botoşani

Hilly area

Medium

Agriculture, crafts

Dobrosloveni/
Dobrosloveni
(Lăţea)

Caracal/
Dolj

Plains

Superior

Agriculture, vege
table production

Domaşnea/
Domaşnea
(Vultur)

Caransebeş
/Severin

Mountainous

Medium

Animal husbandry, agriculture
orchards,

Ieud/Ieud
(Kligman)

Sighet/
Baia Mare

Mountain
ous area,
with some
Plains

Poor

Animal husbandry, agriculture,
orchards

Jurilovca/Jurilovca
(Iordachi)

Baia/
Constanţa

Plains

Poor

Fishing, agriculture

Lueta (Lövéte)/Lueta
(Olah)

Odorhei/
Stalin

Mountain
ous area

Poor

Agriculture, animal
husbandry, forestry

Măgina/Cacova
(Ţârău)

Turda/
Cluj

Hilly area

Medium

Agriculture, orchards, viticulture

Mircea/Reviga
(Chelcea)

Slobozia/
Ialomiţa

Plains

Superior

Agriculture
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Population
in
1956
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Ethnic
Composition

Religious
Composition

When
Collectivized
(Beginning–
End)

Extent
Collectivized

1,664

Hungarian

Roman Catholic

1962

Total

812

Romanian,
German
(Swabian)

Romanian
Orthodox,
Lutheran

1958–59

Total

3,629

Hungarian

Roman Catholic,
Unitarian

1962

Total

5,281

Romanian
Jewish

Romanian
Orthodox,
Neo-Protestants,
Jews

1950–
March 1962

Total

1,298

Romanian

Romanian
Orthodox

June 1958–
March 1961

Total

1,783

Romanian

Romanian
Orthodox

March–
April 1962

Quasi-total

3,715

Romanian

Romanian
Orthodox, Greek
Catholic

March
1950–62

Partial

3,489

RussianOld Believer,
Romanian

Old Believers, Romanian Orthodox

1950–
October
1957

Quasi-total

3,066

Hungarian

Roman Catholic,
Protestants

1955–

Partial

790

Romanian

Romanian
Orthodox

January–
March 1961

Total

618

Romanian

Romanian
Orthodox

1959

Total
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Table 0.1 (continued)
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Name of Village
(Hungarian/
German)/
Commune
(Researcher)

District/
Region 1950

Năneşti/Năneşti
(Stoica)

Focşani/
Galaţi

Plains

Medium

Agriculture

Pechea/Pechea
(Şandru)

Galaţi/
Galaţi

Plains

Superior

Agriculture

Poiana Sibiului/
Poiana Sibiului
(Stewart/Stan)

Sebeş/
Sibiu

Mountainous

Poor

Sheep husbandry,
seasonal migration

Reviga/Reviga
(Chelcea)

Slobozia/
Ialomiţa

Plains

Superior

Agriculture

Rimetea/Rimetea
(Ţârău)

Turda/
Cluj

Mountainous

Poor

Mining, stone industry, agriculture

Rovine/Reviga
(Chelcea)

Slobozia/
Ialomiţa

Plains

Superior

Agriculture

Sânpaul (Homoród
szentpál)/Sânpaul
(Olah)

Odorhei/
Stalin

Hilly area

Good

Agriculture, animal
husbandry, forestry

Sântana/Sântana
(Goina)

Criş/
Arad

Plains

Superior

Agriculture

Tomnatic
(Triebswetter)/
Tomnatic (Vultur)

Sânnicolau
Mare/
Timişoara

Plains

Superior

Agriculture,
viticulture

Vadu Roşca/Vultur
(Stoica)

Focşani/
Galaţi

Plains

Medium

Agriculture, crafts

Relief

Soil
Fertility

Primary
Economic
Activity
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Population
in
1956

Religious
Composition

Extent
Collectivized

1,982

Romanian

Romanian Orth
odox, Evangelical
movement “The
Lord’s Army”

1959–62

Total

7,585

Romanian

Romanian
Orthodox

1949–57

Total

4,084

Romanian
(92%) Roma
(8%)

Romanian
Orthodox

2,301

Romanian

1,135

Hungarian

1,852
835

Romanian
Orthodox

Not
collectivized
1959–62

Total

Unitarian

1952–61

Total

Romanian

Romanian
Orthodox

1956–57

Total

Hungarian

Unitarian

1952–62

Total

German
(88%) Romanian (4.6%)
Hungarian
(7%)

Roman Catholic, Romanian
Orthodox

1949–62

Total

3,501

German
(Swabian)
Romanian
Hungarian

Roman Catholic,
Romanian
Orthodox

1950–57

Total

1,089

Romanian

Romanian
Orthodox

1959–62

Total

11,846
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Ethnic
Composition

When
Collectivized
(Beginning–
End)
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Beiu

Cluj

Gherla

Dej
Bistriţa

Năsăud

Gheorgeni

Suceava

Fălticeni

Câmpeni

Negreşti

Bacău

Roman

BACĂU

Piatra Neamţ

IAŞI

Hârlău
Paşcani

Gura Humorului

Târgu Neamţ

HUNGARIAN

Reghin

Topliţa

Vatra Dornei

Câmpulung
Moldovenesc

Săveni
Botoşani

Buhuşi
AUTONOMOUS
Moineşti
Târgu-Mureş R E G I O N
Turda
Luduş
Armăşeni
Corund
Măgina
Lueta Miercurea
Rimetea

CLUJ

Huedin

Zalău

Dorohoi

S U C E AVA

Rădăuţi

Vaslui

Iaşi

Huşi

Regional Capital
Research Sites

District Capital

Border of Region
Border of District

Sebi

Aiud

Map 1. Romania, showing project research sites (in 1960 administrative boundaries).
Note: The map uses pre- and postsocialist orthography: â in place of î.

Ineu

Bârlad
Odorhei
Târgu Ocna
Târnăveni
Ciuc
Adjud
Sântana
Sighişoara
Arad
Rupea Sânpaul
Alba Iulia
Mediaş
Brad
Panciu Tecuci Bujor
Lipova
Sânnicolau Mare
Sebeş
Agnita
Deva
B
R
A
Ş O V Târgu Secuiesc
Ilia
Tomnatic
Vadu Roşca
Aurel Vlaicu Sibiu
Făgăraş Sfântu Gheorghe
Focşani
Făget
Pechea
Hunedoara Orăştie
Sibiului
Poiana
Năneşti
Braşov
Timişoara Lugoj
HUNEDOARA
Galaţi
Râmnicu Sărat
Haţeg
B A N AT
Pătârlagele
Caransebeş
Petroşani
Sulina
Brăila
A R G E Ş Câmpulung
Deta
Tulcea
Măcin
Vălenii de Munte
Buzău
Reșiţa
Curtea de
D
O
B
R
O
G
E
A
G
A
L
A
Ţ
I
Argeş
Horezu
Domaşnea Baia de Aramă
Câmpina P L O I E Ş T I Făurei
Babadag
Râmnicu
Târgu-Jiu
Mizil
Vâlcea Piteşti
Jurilovca
Oraviţa Bozovici
Târgovişte Ploieşti
Târgu Cărbuneşti
Hârşova
Vedea
Urziceni
Reviga
Găeşti
Moldova Nouă
O LT E N I A
Titu
Drăgăşani
Orşova
Turnu Severin
Slobozia
Bălceşti
Răcari
Costeşti BUCHAREST
Feteşti
Strehaia Filiaşi
Răzvani
BLACK SEA
Medgidia
Slatina
B
U
C
H
A
R
E
S
T
Videle
Vânju Mare
Constanţa
Călăraşi
Balş
Craiova
DrăgăşaniBăneasa
Drăgăneşti- Olteniţa
Roşiorii
Dobrosloveni
Olt
C
O N S TA N ŢA
Vlaşca
de Vede
Negru Vodă
Caracal
Băileşti
Giurgiu
Alexandria
TurnuSegarcea
Calafat
Corabia Măgurele
Zimnicea

Chiineu Criş

Salonta

CRIŞANA

Oradea Aled

Marghita
Şimleu Silvaniei

Târgu Lăpuş

Vişeu de Sus

Ieud

MARAMUREŞ

Şomcuta Mare
Cehu Silvaniei

Carei

Sighet

Satu Mare Baia Mare

Negreşti

Darabani
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